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Introduction 
CHAPTER l 
Special Problems in the Description 
of Bahasa Indonesia 
Because Bahasa Indonesia has evolved in circumstances 
which are rather different from those of most languages 
of the world, its investigation and description present 
certain unusual problems . The familiar cry of the linguistic 
l 
world for 11 description, not prescription" is an un c omfortable 
motto for the investigator of a language of which the only 
"standard" form has been established by 11 pr e scriptionn, 
and of which the present living versions are both va ried 
and changing. 
Bahasa Indonesia is spoken as a second language by 
2 
speakers of over two hundred different languages, the regional 
languages of the Republic of Indonesia. Most people are 
influenced in their use of Bahasa Indonesia by the regional 
l 
Robert Anderson Hall, Jr., 
Ithaca, 1950 
Leave Your Language Alone!, 
2 
A. Teeuw, Modern Indonesian Literature. The Hague, 
1967, p.4, and 5. Takdir Alisjahbana, Sedjarah Bahasa 
Indonesia, Djakarta, 1956, p . 5 
l 
2 
language which is their mother tongue. Therefore the great 
proportion of speakers of Bahasa Indonesia are not simply 
members of the Indonesian linguistic community, but members 
of, say, the Sundanese or Minangkabau or Javanese Indonesian 
linguistic community. These regional differences in the 
use of Bahasa Indonesia are not so great as to cause 
misunderstanding. But they are noticeable to other speakers 
of Bahasa Indonesia. 
In addition to the geographical diversity of Bahasa 
Indonesia, there is considerable variation in the kind of 
language used by any given speaker, depending on the 
situation, the subject of the conversation, and the linguistic 
loyalties of the people preseni. In informal conversation, 
a mixture of Bahasa Indonesia and one or more regional 
languages is often used. In a more formal discussion, the 
regional interference is usually less apparent, while in, 
say, the presentation of a lecture, regional influence is 
minimal. The latter situation , of course, often involves 
the reading aloud of written language, rather than the 
spontaneous use of spoken language. 
The type of language used in a lecture is generally 
that which is considered by the speaker to be correct 
Bahasa Indonesia, according to what he has learnt of the 
language from grammar books. The language as described 
3 
in the type of grammar books used in the schools is modelled 
not on people's everyday speech, but on written language. 
This "prescribed 11 , written language is thus the only form 
of Bahasa Indonesia which is recognized as standard. 
These problems will be examined in more detail in the 
following pages, to explain the issues involved in choosing 
a model for the description of Bahasa Indonesia, the reasons 
for the choice made for this study, and the limitations of 
the model chosen. 
An Outline of the Historical Development of Bahasa 
Indonesia 
The Republic of Indonesia, · with its national language, 
has only been an official reality for a quarter of a century. 
Before that time the area now covered by Indonesia was at 
some periods in its history a group of islands with no 
political ties; at other times it was partially but loosely 
unified under the hegemony of the kingdoms which periodically 
rose up in Sumatra and Java. Finally it was brought under 
control by the Dutch . 
While the political make-up of the area changed in 
this way, the linguistic diversity of its peoples persisted 
- the two hundred regional languages continue to be used a 
great deal today. 
4 
However, from very early times there was contact 
between the peoples of different islands. This contact 
fostered the development of a lingua franca, and from as 
early as the seventh century A.D. there is evidence of the 
use of the Malay language for this purpose in various parts 
of the archipelago. Malay was also the court language of 
3 
some of the kingdoms mentioned above. 
This lingua franca was naturally adopted by foreign 
traders visiting the islands, and the Dutch came to use it 
for trade, missionary work and later for administration. 
As this latter function became more important, it was 
thought necessary to introduce some uniformity into the 
use of Malay, and to train officials to conduct administrative 
business in Malay. The Malay in use by Dutch officials at 
that time was rudimentary and varied considerably from 
region to region. The Dutch therefore sought to establish 
a certain form of Malay as a standard, and they chose that 
found in classical M2lay literature, which was based on the 
4 
Riau-Johore dialect. 
This decision crystallized the already existing distinction 
between official Malay and the 11 pasar" Malay which remained 
3 
Teeuw, 1967, pp4-5 
4 
Umar Junus, Sedjarah dan Perkembangan Kearah Bahasa 
Indonesia dan Bahasa Indonesia, Dj a ka rta, 1969, p.35 
5 
in use as a lingua franca, v arying from area to area. 
This distinction persisted in the twentieth century, as 
the early nationalists began to use Malay for their 
intellectual activities. In at least one instance, Riau 
Mal ay was stipulated as the only vehicle for communication 
5 
at a conference. 
The standardization process was carried further by 
the nationalist press and by the publishing organization, 
Balai Pustaka, which published literary works in Malay . 
In 1928 the name "Bahasa Indonesia" was used for the first 
6 
time in the Sumpah Pemuda, in which the members of the 
All Indonesia Youth Congress pledged themselves to remain 
faithful to the ideal of one f a therland, one people , and 
one language. The publication of the literary magazine, 
Pudjangga Baru, from 1933 onwards, encouraged discussion 
of the language issue and developed people's confidence 
in Bahasa Indonesia as a means of expression and a symbol 
7 
of national unity. 
Bahasa Indonesia was quite well est ablished in 
intellectual circles before the war. The Japanese 
occupation provided the means for its dissemination into 
other areas of life, when the Japanese replaced Dutch with 
5 
6 
7 
Teeuw, 1967, p.9 
Takdir, 1956, p.15 
Teeuw, pp.28-31 
Bahasa Indonesia at all levels of administration, right 
8 
down to the officials working in the villages . When, in 
1945, the Republic of Indonesia was proclaimed, Bahasa 
Indonesia became its official national language . 
However, in the course of this development , regional 
influence still played a part . In pre - war years, 
6 
Minangkabau people were prominent in nationalist organizations, 
the press, and schools . They therefore left their mark on 
the pre-war language, probably more than any other group . 
In the post-war period more members of other ethnic groups 
took positions of promin ence , especially Javanese and 
Sundanese people. They in their turn influenced the 
language, so that, despite the "standardizing" effects of 
organizations such as Balai Pustaka, regional differences 
in the use of Bahasa Indonesia became apparent in their 
9 
publications. Teeuw writes 
8 
9 
in 
11 Since the divergence between Javanese, 
or Sundanese, and Malay is much larger than that 
between Menangkabau and Malay , and, in addition, 
many of the post- war a uthors, whether journalists, 
Takdir, 1956, p . 18 
Teeuw, "Some Problems in the Study of ~Jard-clas ses 
Ba hasa Indonesia" . Lingua, Vol . XI, 1962, p.410 
litterateurs or schoolteachers, were hardly trained 
in writing the standardised, pre-war language, while 
others consciously reject it, presentday Bahasa 
Indonesia shows a great heterogeneity, reflecting 
all kinds of divergences from Malay , in vocabulary 
as well as in morphology and in syntax, which 
partly coincide with the native tongues of different 
authors. Nor do all Javanese or all Sundanese use 
Bahasa Indonesia in the same way: there are many 
gradations of adaptation and assimilation of the 
native tongues, as well as gradations of conscious-
ness in the acceptance or rejection of the old 
standards." 
The Complementarity of Bahasa Indonesia and the Regional 
Languages 
The early use of Malay, as h as been noted, was in the 
fields of trade and religious education, for the purpose of 
contact between people who did not share a common mother 
7 
tongue. Later, colonial administrative officials joined the 
group of Malay users - another "pan-linguistic" situation 
had developed, creating another field of use for the lingua 
franca. Later still, nationalist activity brought a further 
need for a common language, and finally the new national 
government chose Bahasa Indonesia as the medium for national 
administration, news, literature and education. But these 
needs are all outside the fields of activity for which the 
8 
regional languages were used. The regional languages were 
not superseded by Malay or Bahasa Indonesia. They were 
merely supplemented, to fulfil new needs going beyond the 
boundaries of the regional linguistic community. 
The role of the regional language did not change greatly. 
It is still the first language learned by most children, and 
it is still spoken in daily life by most people. Bahasa 
Indonesia is generally learned and spoken mainly at school, 
by young children. Later, if a person remains within his 
regional environrrent, working with people from his own area, 
he uses his regional language most, if not all, of the time. 
If he works or lives with people from other regions, he 
usually uses Bahasa Indonesia in these inter-regional 
situations, and in some cases may lose a considerable degree 
of his competence in his regional language, or begin to use 
a mixture of the two languages. But for most people, 
especially outside Djakarta, the inter-regional situations 
do not predominate in their lives, and the r e gional language 
still plays an important role. 
In the daily life of many people, therefore, there is 
a separate way of using language for each different situation 
they regularly experience. For example, an educated person 
in, say, Bandung, would use his regional language at home 
and in the market, a mixture of his regional language and 
9 
Bahasa Indonesia in talking with friends from the same area, 
and Bahasa Indonesia in official situations, or with people 
from another region. Again,depending on how well he knows 
the people in an informal situation, his language will be 
more, or less, formal or "correct". 
There are so many opportunities for people to use at 
least some regional elements in their speech that a 
relatively small proportion of the community is left using 
"pure" Bahasa Indonesia to any extent. Therefore the 
researcher is not in the usual position in which he can 
take the speech of "the man in the street" or "the educated 
man in the s tr e e t " as a model f o _r t he l an g u age u n de r 
investigation. "The man in the street" may hardly speak 
Bahasa Indonesia at all, and even "the educated man in the 
street" only uses it in certain environments. The variety 
of speech forms existing side by side in Indonesia make the 
task of selecting a suitable model of the language an 
extremely difficult one. 
The Role of Grammatical Description in the Development 
of Bahasa Indonesia 
Because Bahasa Indonesia is so heterogeneous, there 
has been a tendency for much serious work on the language 
10 
to be prescriptive in nature, in an attempt to provide a 
"standard". This prescriptiveness has in turn perpetuated 
10 
the great divergence referred to above between the official 
language and everyday speech, because new elements coming 
into use in the language are rejected as non-standard and 
are not described. 
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
foreign scholarship, particularly Dutch, addressed itself 
with some energy to the description of the Malay language. 
While much of this work was valuable, many of these early 
scholars tended to take European linguistic concepts of 
the day as a starting point and,like many scholarly works, 
their studies generally tended to overstate the central 
point of their discussion. These works were probably 
intended merely as contributions to the general body of 
11 
knowledge on the subject. However, in the conditions under 
which Bahasa Indonesia developed - its heterogeneity, and 
the need for some kind of guide in its adoption as national 
language - certain of these works gained an authority which 
12 
their authors probably never intended for them. Teeuw 
10 pp.4-5 
11 
Teeuw, A Critical Survey of Studies on Malay and 
Bahasa Indonesia , The Hague, 1961 
12 
Teeuw , 1961, p . 28 
11 
quotes an instance of the way in which a scholar's opinion 
became a "rule" of correct grammar: 
"But, it is certain that van Ophuijsen, 
with his great authority in the educational world, 
had a standardising influence on the development 
of twentieth century, official Malay of the 
Netherlands East Indies, and thus, indirectly, 
on B . I. [ Bahasa Indonesia ]. Until the present 
day the inseparability of the conjugated form 
has been the shibboleth of correct B.I. for many 
Indonesian schoolmasters." 
Prescriptivism, basing its rules on studies of Malay 
or early Bahasa Indonesia, has helped to preserve a very 
stable form of Bahasa Indonesia as a recognized written 
"standard", taking little or no account of the changes which 
have occurred in the language since these early works were 
written. Most later books perpetuate the prescriptions of 
their predecessors. Many of the elements coming into 
Bahasa Indonesia from both regional and foreign languages 
continue to be rejected as non-standard, despite the 
increasing frequency of their occurrence. While this 
linguistic change continues to be ignored, the difference 
between official Bahasa Indonesia and ev e ryday use of the 
language will remain great . 
The Choice of a Model for the Grammatical Description 
of Bahasa Indonesia 
The divergence between "standard" Bahasa Indonesia 
and everyday speech, the regional diversity of Bahasa 
Indonesia, and the mixturESof languages which are used 
in many situations are such that normal procedures for 
describing a language cannot be applied to the analysis 
of Bahasa Indonesia. Everyday speech is rarely Bahasa 
12 
Indonesia, and standard Bahasa Indonesia is probably used 
more often in writing than in speech. 
A description of everyday speech, even in one region, 
would be a complex task, because of the great variety to 
be found in such a small part of the geographical and 
linguistic environment. But this would not be a description 
of Bahasa Indonesia. If we wish to describe the latter, 
we must abandon the idea of using the everyday speech of 
ordinary people. 
We must therefore concentrate on the language used 
by people in formal situations. Such situations include 
lectur~s, meetings, speeches and situations where the 
written language is used. In almost all of these situations, 
the speaker or writer is, however, "minding his grammar." 
He is also in some cases suiting his language to the 
______________________ ... _..... _ ------~----~ 
13 
situation in quite a specialised way, as in the case of a 
political speech, a newspaper report, or a literary work. 
In addition, he is almost certainly influenced in his use 
of Bahasa Indonesia by his own regional language. 
These disadvantages, or some of them at least, appear 
to occur with any situation chosen. However, the situations 
mentioned have one advantage over more informal speech 
situations - the language used is heard or read by large 
numbers of people and can affect their use of Bahasa 
Indonesia . 
I have chosen as the most influential of these media 
the written word, and have tried to counteract some of the 
disadvantages mentioned . My corpus consists of both articles 
and works of fiction, all written after 1960, by writers 
from Java and Sumatra . Although the study does not pretend 
to cover all regional differences or differences of style, 
I have attempted to ensure that no particular style or 
regional influence dominates the corpus to the extent where 
it does not represent written Bahasa Indonesia with reasonable 
a c curacy . However, the limitations of any such corpus are 
obvious from the discussion above o 
CHAPTER 2 
Methods and Concepts 
The Scope of the Analysis 
The aim of this study is to describe the main 
features of the clause and phrase structures of written 
Bahasa Indonesia. The word level is not analyzed, 
14 
though morphological factors affecting syntax are examined, 
e.g. the morphological changes involved in object-focus 
and imperative transforms. No phonological features are 
discussed, since even those which are significant at 
clause level affect only speech, and this study is of 
written Bahasa Indonesia. 
Theoretical Basis 
The theoretical framework for this analysis is 
tagmemics. Robert E. Longacre's Grammar Discovery 
l 
Procedures has been used as a guide in analyzing the 
language, though the presentation differs from that 
l Robert E. Longacre, Grammar Discovery Procedures, 
The Hague, 1968 
15 
suggested by Longacre, in that use is not made here of 
formulae for rewrite, reading and permutation operations. 
The reason for this is that this study is intended not 
so much for the linguistic specialist as for the student 
of Bahasa Indonesia. 
The languag e has been analyzed by discovering the 
tagmemes which constitute the nuclear structure of a set 
of utterances and classifying these utterances according 
to internal tagmemic structure, external distribution 
and transform potential. 
On the clause level a division between basic and 
derived clauses has been found to be useful. This 
division was suggested by Lawrence A. Reid's Ivatan 
2 
Syntax. 
Two important concepts used in this study are focus 
and situational role. In the use of these I have been 
guided by Reid's Ivatan Syntax and D. J. Prentice 
3 
The 
............. 
Murut Languages of Sabah. These concepts receive more 
detailed explanation in the following pages. 
2 Lawrence Andrew Reid, An Ivatan Syntax, Hawaii, 1966, 
p.123-4 
3 D. J. Prentice, The Murut Languages of Sabah, PhD thesis, 
Canberra, 1969. 
16 
Focus 
Bahasa Indonesia has two verb forms which have 
traditionally been treated as 'passive', because the 
'goal' of the action implied in the verb becomes the 
Subject of the clause, as in the passive voice of English 
and other European languages. 
However, this form in Bahasa Indonesia is used 
rather differently from the English passive. 
(1) It is used far more frequently than the 
4 
English passive. 
(2) It is used obligatorily when the 'goal' 
precedes the Predicate. 
(3) It has two distinct forms, only one of 
which has a structure similar to the English passive. 
This is here called Object-focus I, which has the 
structure 
+'goal' +•action' +'actor' 
The other form, Object-focus II , has the order 
+'goal' +'actor' +'action' 
4 Though 5. Takdir Alisjahbana claims that under the 
influence of Western languages the 'aktif' (active) 1s 
coming into more frequent use in Bahasa Indonesia. 
Takdir, Tatabahasa Baru Bahasa Indonesia, 2 vols. 
Djakarta, 1968, vol.2, p.32 
17 
In the English passive the 'actor' is expressed by a 
relater-axis phrase e.g. 'the food was cooked by Mother'. 
Object-focus I has a relater-axis phrase as one alternative 
way of expressing 'actor'. The alternative manifestation 
of 'actor' in Object-focus I, and the 'actor' of Object-
focus II, have a structure closer to the subject of the 
English active . . voice, i.e. a noun or pronoun phrase. 
For these reasons it seems misleading to refer to 
these structures as 'passives'. To avoid this, students 
of Philippine languages have described a phenomenon 
similar to the Indonesian one in terms of 'focus'. The 
tagmeme which in traditional grammar is the active or 
passive subject is said to be 'in focus'. 
5 
Reid in 
Ivatan Syntax writes 
"The nature of the focus-activity re~tion 
has been widely recognized by those who study 
Philippine languages and has sometimes been 
labelled 0 voice 11 • A. Healey and P. Healey 
labelled the relation Hfocus", to "emphasize the 
non-English nature of Agta grammar". 11 
Unlike many related languages Bahasa Indonesia has 
only two tagmemes which may be in focus - Subject and Object. 
5 Reid, 1966, p.9-10 
18 
The tagmeme in focus is called by some authors •Subject' 
6 
and by others 'Topic'. In this study the term 'Topic' 
is used to indicate that a tagmeme is in focus, together 
with the term 'Subject' or 'Object', according to the 
grammatical role of the Topic. 
Situational Roles 
In this study use is made of the concept of 
'situational role', which is used by Reid in Ivatan 
7 
Syntax and by Prentice in The Murut Languages of Sabah. 
A brief outline of this concept is given here. 
When an utterance is made in a given language, 
three levels of structure can be distinguished: 
(i) The structure of the reality being depicted 
by the utterance - this does not change according to 
the language being used; 
(ii) the structure of that reality as perceived 
by the language in use, i.e. the deep structure of the 
language; 
6 
7 
Reid, 1966, p.10 
see footnotes 2 and 3 above. 
(iii) the grammatical expression of the deep 
structure, i.e. the surface structure. 
Both (ii) and (iii) are language specific. They 
result in different languages describing the same piece 
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of reality in different ways. The deep structure consists 
of the situational roles of the various elements in a 
construction, as perceived by the language in question. 
The surface structure consists of the various grammatical 
roles which may be used to express these situational 
roles. A given situational role may be expressed by 
several different grammatical roles, depending on the 
relationships of other tagmemes to the Predicate. 
e.g. la. 18 memberi buku itu keQada sa,j a 
T/5:he P:give 0 :the book Dir:to me g 
lb. ia memberi sa,1a buku itu 
T/5:he P:give od. :me Co :the book 1r g 
'he gave the book to me' 
In la.the situational role of direction is expressed by 
a Direction tagmeme, i.e., by a tagmeme with the 
grammatical role of direction. In lb. the situational 
role of direction is expressed by a tagmame with the 
grammatical role of object. 
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In some languages the system of grammatical expression 
of situational roles may be quite complex. There may be 
a large number of situational roles, a variety of verb 
forms which determine the grammatical roles used, and a 
corresponding variety of possible sets of grammatical 
roles for the expression of any set of situational roles. 
For example, in Ivatan, a Philippine language, the twelve 
verb construction types are distinguished partly on the 
basis of what grammatical roles express what situational 
roles. 
e.g. in Class 1 constructions the following situation 
exists. 
Grammatical Role 
Subject 
Dbject1 ) Object) 
Associative 
Referent 
Beneficiary 
expresses 
express 
expresses 
expresses 
expresses 
Situational Role 
Actor 
Goal 
Instrument or 
Accessory 
Location 
Beneficiary 
In Class 2 constructions the above applies except 
that Object .Q.!: Referent may express the situational role 
8 
of Goal. 
8 
Reid, 1966, p.19 ff. 
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In Bahasa Indonesia the situational role of a 
tagmeme such as object in a given clause can be determined 
by transforming the clause into one in which the original 
exponent of Object manifests a non-object tagmeme. In 
such a case the non-object tagmeme is usually manifested 
by a relater-axis phrase whose axis is the original 
exponent of Object. The relater used indicates the 
grammatical role of the non-object tagmeme, and this is 
the situational role of the same tagmeme whether it is 
an Object or a non-object tagmeme. If the Object cannot 
transform to a non-object relater-axis phrase, then its 
situational role is 'goal'. Thus_ in example 1 above, 
la. shows that saja 'me' in lb . has the situational role 
of'direction', since kepada 'to' is a direction relater~ 
Likewise lb. shows that buku itu 'the book' has the 
situational role of goal, since it does not transform 
to a relater-axis phrase. 
The addition of deriv ative affixes, such as -kan 
and -i, to a verb root is often accompanied by a change 
in the distribution and the grammatical expression of 
situational roles. 
Transitivity 
A basic distinction used in this study is that 
between 'transitive' and 'intransitive' clauses. Elson 
9 
and Pickett define transitive clauses as 
"those which (1) include an object or which 
(2} show by the morphology of the verb that 
an object may be present." 
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The implication of this definition and of the discussion 
following it, is that for languages whose verbs are not 
marked morphologically for transitivity, the only criterion 
for distinguishing transitive from intransitive clauses 
is the presence of an expressed object. 
either 
10 
In this case, 
(i} the presence of a transitive verb (i.e. one 
which may have an object) does not necessarily indicate 
a transitive clause, 
or (ii) certain verbs may be said to have two homophonous 
variants, one transitive and the other intransitive. 
This definition is inadequate for the classification 
of some types of clauses. There are three distinct 
9 Benjamin Elson and Velma Pickett. ·An Introduction 
to Morphology and Syntax. California, 1967, p.109 
10 
see also R. Ross Macdonald and Soenjono Darjowidjojo 
A Student's Reference Grammar of Modern Formal Indonesian, 
Washington, D.C., 1967, pp.151-2, where this definition 
is applied to Bahasa Indonesia 
situations in which an object is absent from a clause: 
(i) where the verb manifesting predicate never 
has an object; 
(ii) where the verb may have an object but can 
also be used meaningfully and grammatically without 
an object in an utterance independent of its context; 
(iii) where the object must be understood from the 
context i n order for the clause to be meaningful. 
The difference between situations (ii) and (iii) 
may be illustrated as follows: 
la . 
lb . 
. 
ll 
5:he 
membeli 
P:buy 
gado-gado, 
O:gado-gado 
makan 
P:eat 
dimed,ia kami 
L:at our table 
lalu 
Int:then 
ll 
5:he 
'he bought some gado-gado, then he ate (it) 
at our table' 
. 
membeli gado-gado, lalu . 1a ia 
- -S:he P:buy O:gado-gado Int:then 5:he 
memberi kepada sa,i a 
P:give Dir:to me 
'he bought some gado-gado, then he gave it to me' 
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In la, the clause lalu ia makan dimedja kami is meaningful 
and grammatical both as it stands and with the object 
understood from the context, as in situation (ii) above. 
In lb , the clause lalu ia memberi kepada saja is not 
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meaningful or grammatical unless an object is understood 
from the context. This is an example of situation (iii) 
above. 
Therefore it would seem best to classify verbs 
according to the above three groupings, and then to 
consider as transitive clauses those containing verbs 
of Group (iii) and also those containing a Group (ii) 
verb plus an object (i.e. a Group (ii) verb used as a 
transitive verb). A clause is then intransitive if it 
includes as Predicate either a verb of Group (i), or 
a verb of Group (ii) without an object (i.e. a Group (ii) 
verb used intransitively). 
Some examples of each group are 
(i) 
turun 'descend' 
menari 'dance' 
pulang 'go home' 
tidur 'sleep' 
Word Classes 
(ii) (iii) 
makan 'eat' membawa 'bring' 
menulis 'write' membuat 'make' 
membatja 'read' mempeladjari 'study' 
menolong 'help' mernbeli 'buy' 
In this study the word classifications used are 
based on syntactic, not morphological considerations. 
Indonesian words can be divided into function words 
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(e.g. aspect words and introducers) and lexical words. 
There are two types of lexical words - nouns and verbals. 
The distinctions so far mentioned do not pose any problems, 
and need not be further discussed here. 
However, there is one area of word classification 
which has yet to be adequately described for Bahasa 
Indonesia. This is the distinction between the two 
types of verbals - verbs and adjectives. The present 
study offers only a very tentative and preliminary 
suggestion as to the possible means of classifying these 
words. 
There do not appear to be any sets of characteristics 
which clearly distinguish two types of verbals - verbs 
and adjectives. Rather, there are several characteristics 
of verbs and several characteristics of adjectives, such 
that if one charts these and tests various verbals with 
them, each verbal will tend to possess more of the verb 
and fewer of the adjective characteristics, or vice-versa. 
An attempt to classify verbals using this approach is 
made by Teeuw in his article "Some Problems in the Study 
11 
of Word-Classes in Bahasa Indonesia. Teeuw uses both 
morphological criteria ('paradigm') and syntactical 
11 
Teeuw, 1962, p.409-421 
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criteria ('valence') to characterize adjectives and verbs, 
since his classification is of base forms only. 
we require here a classification of all verbals, 
Since 
regardless of morphological complexity, only the 'valence' 
criteria used by Teeuw are relevant. 
Teeuw lists four 'valences' which distinguish 
adjectives from verbs. Of these, one (Valence 9) is 
not valid. It states that 
"Adjectives do not occur in direct syntactical 
relationships with the so-called modal words 
12 harus 'must', dapat 'can', boleh 'may'." 
While it is true that the occurrence of such auxiliaries 
is more common with verbs than with adjectives, the 
following sentence is nevertheless grammatical in Bahasa 
Indonesia. 
l. kamu 
5:you 
harus 
P[Aux:must 
radjin 
H:diligent (A) ] 
'you must be diligent' 
Teeuw's Valence 1. is listed as adjectival characteristic 
1. below, and his Valences 5. and 6. are combined in 
adjectival characteristic 2. below. 
The following appear to be the main characteristics 
distinguishing adjectives from verbs. 
12 
Teeuw, 1962, p.415 
1. Adjectives regularly manifest Attributive 
in Noun Phrases. ( Instances have been found of verbs 
manifesting Attributive, but these are very rare, and 
should probably be regarded as non-standard at least 
for the present). 
e.g. rumah 
H:house 
besar 
Att:large (A) 
'a large house' 
but not 
::~ anak 
H:child 
belad,iar 
Att:study (V) 
'a studying child' 
2. Adjectives regularly occur as Head in a verbal 
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phrase containing a Degree tagmeme. (Again, examples of 
Degree tagmemes with verb Heads have been found, and the 
position is not clear-cut. However, such occurrences are 
rare) . 
e.g. enak sekali 
H: delicious ( A) Deg: very 
'very delicious' 
but not 
* lari 
H:run (V) 
sekali 
Deg:very 
'run very much' 
3. Adjectives do not fill the Head slot of an 
Imperative Predicate, unless the imperative negative 
djangan is also present. 
e.g. lari! 
Pimp[H:run(V)J 
'run! ' 
but not 
,:,b 0 k' a1. 
Pimp[H:good(A) 
'be good!' 
These three characteristics can be charted and 
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various verbals tested with them. If the verbal possesses 
a given adjectival characteristic the appropriate column 
is marked with an A. If the charact eristic does not 
apply, the column marked with a V. The verbal . lS 1S 
classified according to whether it possesses a greater 
number of adjective or verb characteristics. 
Verbal 1 2 3 Class 
sakit A A A A 
Ja ri V V V V 
mati V V V V 
diam V? A V V? 
terkedjut V? A A A 
menangis V V V V 
kesunjian V A A A 
suka V A V V 
---~-.. ------------------------------
This method of classification clearly does not 
produce two clearcut word classes, and the testing of 
29 
the three characteristics would probably produce different 
results with different speakers of Bahasa Indonesia. 
However, in the absence of a suitable classification, 
the above criteria have been used to determine the 
classification of verbals in this study. 
---... ----------------------------, 
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CHAPTER 3 
Basic Clauses 
Clauses in Bahasa I ndone s ia 
Clauses in Bahasa Indonesia normally consist at 
least of a topic and a predicate . In many sequences one 
or other of these is understood , rather than expressed. 
e . g . 1 . 
2. 
Per gi 
P : go 
kemana? 
Dir : where 
(Eng k~u ' you' etc . 
understood) 
' Where are you going? ' 
Sa ,i a 
S : I 
'I (want 
to come) 1 
(ma~ ik~t understood, in 
answer to question Siapa mau 
ikut? ' Who wants to come? ' ) 
In this analysis a sequence is treated as a clause provided 
that the predicate is expressed , though the topic may be 
understood , as in example l . Where the predicate is 
understood but not expressed , as in example 2., the sequence 
is regarded as an incomplete clause . 
Howe ver , since the topic must always be understood, 
if not expressed , it is regarded as an obligatory tagmeme . 
Therefore the minim um formula for a clause in Bahasa Indonesia 
lS : 
+T +P 
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Basic and Derived Clauses 
Bahasa Indonesia has four basic clause types, 
exemplified by nuclear declarative clauses (independent 
staterrnnt clauses). From each of these types, a set of 
derived clauses can be obtained by applying certain 
transforms involving the use of classes of function words 
diagnostic of each derived clause class . In the spoken 
language intonation is also involved in these transforms, but 
this is not treated here. 
The Basic Clause Types are discussed in this chapter, 
and the Derived Clause Classes in Chapter 4. Conjoining of 
clauses may occur with any basic ·or derived clause. This 
is also treated in Chapter 4. Nuclear clauses may of course 
be expanded by the addition of peripheral tagmemes, which 
are treated in Chapter 5 , 
The Basic Clauses 
Of the four basic clause types in Bahasa Indonesia, 
one, the Equational, is non-verbal, i.e. has a non-verbal 
predicate. There are three verbal clause types - Predicative, 
Complemented and Transitive. The first two are non-transitive, 
i.e. they have no object and their predicates are not 
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potentially transformable to object-focus predicates. 
The Transitive Clause Type can transform to object-focus. 
Table l shows the Basic Clause Types. 
BASIC TYPE EXA ·1P LE 
Non-verbal EQUATIONAL mereka 2 anak orang kaj a 
Verbal 
5:they P : children of 
rich people 
PREDICATIVE ia berhenti 
S:he P:stop 
Non-transitive 
COMPLEMENTED Ali suka mangga 
S :Ali P:like Co:mangoes 
Transitive TRANSITIVE Toto membimbing Titi 
S:Toto P:lead O:Titi 
Table l: Basic Clause Types of 
Bahasa Indonesia 
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The Eguational Clause Type 
The Equational clause type is characterized by a 
Predicate tagmeme manifested by a nominal word or phrase. 
The subject has the situational role of item, i . e. that which 
is described or identified by the exponent of the Predicate . 
Equational clauses are of three subtypes, A, Band C. 
Eguational Subtype A 
Subtype A consists of all quational clauses from 
which may be derived phrases of the structure 
Noun Head+ Appositive 
where the Equational Subject transforms to Noun Head and 
Eq uational Predicate transforms to Appositive . 
e . g . 1 . Latif 
EqCl [ S : Latif 
t.ialon pendekar 
P : future fencing master ] 
' Latif is the future fencing master' 
t j alon pendekar 2. Latif , 
NP [ H:Latif App : future fencing master] 
' Latif , the future fencing master' 
(in , say , the clause 
3 . latih an ini diadakan oleh Latif , tjalon pendekar 
T/0 : these practices P
0
f : were held S:by La tif, the future 
fencing master 
' these practices were held by Latif, the future 
fencing master') 
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In clauses of Subtype A, the relation between Subject 
and Predicate is 
5 P. 
The fillers of the Predicate slot of Subtype A are 
Noun Phrase, Pronoun Phrase and nominalized Relator-Axis 
Phrase, Independent, Dependent Topic, Extra Dependent or 
Dependent Interrogative Clause. There appear to be 
restrictions governing the occurrence of Dependent Topic 
clauses as Predicate, no examples of such occurrence having 
been found in the corpus. However the nature of these 
restrictions is not yet known . 
Examples. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
l PM 
gubuk 
P :gubu k(shelter 
in rice-field) 
namanJa 
5:its name 
1 it is called a gubuk' 
desa tempat kami tinggal 
5:village place we stay 
adalah 
PMl 
desa Armopa 
P:village of Armopa. 
'the village where we stayed is the villa ge of Armopa' 
aku sendiri 
P:I myself 
j ang memasaknj a 
5 : (the one) who cooked it. 
1 I myself cooked it' 
Predicate Marker, see chapter 5 o 
1, 
4. Si Ali 
P:Ali 
Jang menang 
5:(the one) who won 
'it was Ali who won' 
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5 . tudjuan pengadjaran 
S:aim of teaching 
ialah untuk beroleh pengalaman 
6. 
PM P:to gain experience 
'the aim of teaching is to gain experience' 
maksudku 
S:my meaning 
dia sakit 
P:he is ill 
'I mean he is ill' 
Eguational Subtype E 
In clauses of Subtype Ethe subject tagmeme is 
manifested by a demonstrative, ini 'this' or itu 'that'. 
The relation between Subject and Predicate is S = P, as in 
Subtype A, but Subtype E differs from Subtype A in two ways . 
The clause does not transform to a Noun Head+ Appositive 
phrase. The fillers of the Predicate slot are restricted to 
true Noun and Pronoun Phrases, and nominalized phrases and 
clauses do not occur. 
Examples 
1. i tu 
-5:that 
suara Amran 
P:Amran's voice 
'that is Amran's voice' 
2. i tu 
S:that 
dia 
-P :he 
'that's him' 
,. 
... ·--------------------------..... 
' 
3. ~ 
S:here, 
these 
lima buah 
P:five (items) 
1 here are five · for you 1 
Eguational Subtype C 
untuk kau 
Dir: for you 
Subtype C consistsof clauses in which the Subject 
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and Predicate are both manifested by Noun Phrases (and not 
11 demonstratives), but the Noun Head+ Appositive phrase 
cannot be derived and the relation between Subject and 
Predicate is not one of equation. 
manifested by Noun Phrases only. 
The Predicate is 
Examples 
l. 
2. 
3. 
Qadjunja 
S:his coat 
wol 
P :wool 
'his coat is wool' 
sawah kami hanja tiga bahu 
S:our rice-field P:only three bahu (area measure) 
'our rice-field is only three bahu' 
datan gn,i a 
S:his arrival 
besok 
P:tomorrow 
' he arrives tomorrow' 
The Predicative Clause Type 
The Predicative clause type is characterized by a 
Predicate tagmeme whose manifesting set consists of phrases 
_,,----------------------------..... 
I 
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which are not nominal, and which are not followed by 
either an object or a complement. The Predicate is 
manifested by verb phrases, adjective phrases and relator-
axis phrases. 
clauses. 
There are eig,ht subtypes of Pre di cati ve 
Predicative Subtype A 
Predicative Subtype A consists of clauses whose 
Predicate is manifested by an intransitive verb phrase . 
The intransitive verbs include many of the unaffixed verbs, 
most of the verbs with the prefix ber-, and some of those 
with the prefix me-. Some verbs occurring with ber- also 
have the suffix -an or a reduplicated stem. 
has the situational role of actor. 
Examples 
1. i a 
5:he 
tinggal 
P:stay 
dalam kamar 
L:in the room 
3. 
'he stayed in his room' 
datang 
P:come 
'he came' 
burung-burung pipit 
S:sparrows 
bersemburan 
P:scattered 
The subject 
diudara 
L:in the air 
'sparrows were scattered about in the sky' 
--------------------------------""! 
4. 
5. 
beberapa boneka sawah 
S:several scarecrows 
bergerak-gerak 
P:move 
'several scarecrows were moving' 
disana 
L:there 
membaris 
P:form a line 
pohon papringan 
S:papringan trees 
'there the papringin trees stood in a row' 
6. aku sedang merenung-renung 
P:was meditating 
dirumah 
L:at home -S: I 
'I was meditating at home' 
Among the exponents of Predicate in this subtype, 
there are three subdivisions of verb phrases with ber-, 
which may be referred to as ber-1, ber-2 and ber-3. 
Eer-1 verb phrases consist of simple stems prefixed 
with ber-, 
e.g. berdj alan 1 walk' 
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Eer-2 verb phrases are those whose stems are nouns 
or noun phrases, and whose meaning is 'to have x' where x 
is the nominal stem. The formation of ber-2 phrases is 
productive, i.e. ber- can be added to any noun phrase to 
obtain a ber-2 phrase. This is in contrast with ber-1 
phrases, which cannot be formed randomly with any member of 
a word class or phrase type, and in which the meanings of 
ber- are varied. 
Examples 
l . Zainab 
S : Zainab 
berpendapat lain 
P : has a different opinion 
' Zainab held a different view' 
2 . Ia 
S : he 
bertubuh gempal pendek 
P : has a short , sturdy body 
1 he is of a short , sturdy build ' 
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Note that the immediate constituents of the predicates 
in the above examples are respectively 
ber + pendapat lain 
a nd 
ber + tubuh gempal pe~dek 
The stem of a ber- 3 verb is a phrase con s isting of a 
verb root followed by a noun . This construction is not 
prod ucti ve , i . e ., not every such phrase can be made into a 
ber- 3 verb . The elements of the phrase which forms the stem 
are fixed , and cannot be separated by the insertion of any 
other words . 
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Thus the phrase berdjual kuda 'make a living selling 
horses', is possible, but, say, the phrase*berpilih ketua 
'make a living electing chairmen' is not. The phrase 
berdjual kuda differs from mendjual kuda 'sell a horse/horses' 
in that the latter can be expanded, while the former cannot. 
e . g . l a . mendjual ban.iak kuda 
'sell many horses' 
but not 
lb . * berdj ual banj ak kuda 
2a. mend,iual kuda kepada bapakn,i a 
'sell a horse to one's father' 
but not 
2b . *berdjual kuda kepada bapaknja 
The relationship between the verbal root and the noun 
varies, e.g . it may be action and goal or action and instrument. 
Examples 
3. 
4. 
tubuhn,i a 
S:his body 
sudah bermandi peluh 
P:already bathed in sweat 
'his body was already bathed in sweat' 
ia 
S:he 
bertanam padi 
P:makes a living planting 
1 he is a rice-grower' 
. 2 
rice 
2 This example is adapted from Macdonald and Soenjono, 
1967, p . 80 
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Predicative Subtype B 
Predicative Subtype B consists of clauses whose subject 
has the situational role of experiencer, i.e. the one affected 
by the situation implied in the Predicate. The Predicate is 
manifested by a class of non-transitive forms, many of which 
are affixed with ter- or ke-an, but a few of which are 
unaffixed. 
Examples 
l. mereka 
5:they 
kehudj anan 
P:affected by rain 
'they were caught in the rain' 
2. ia kesunjian 
-5:he P:affected by loneliness 
'he was lonely' 
3. ibu 
5:Mother 
sudah sembuh 
P:already recovered 
'Mother has recovered' 
4. ia 
S:he 
tak kena 
P:not hit, affected 
5. 
'he was not hit' 
toko itu 
5:the shop 
tertutup 
P:(is) closed 
'the shop is closed' 
Predicative Subtype C 
Predicative Subtype C consists of clauses whose 
Predicate is manifested by a reciprocal verb, and whose 
---... ·----------------------------',iJ 
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Subject therefore has the situational role of both actor 
and goal , and is always plural. The usual affixation of 
reciprocal verbs is a) be r- + reduplicated stem+ .::fill, 
which is non - productive or b) root+ me - + stem, which is 
productive with the me - form of any transitive verb . A 
reciprocal verb may also be formed by placing the reciprocal 
particle salin g before any transitive verb . 
Examples 
l . 
2 . 
3 . 
mereka 
S : they 
saling membentji 
P : hate each other 
' they hate each other ' 
be be rapa la j ang - la j ang 
S : several kites 
sangkut-menjangkut 
P:tangled with each other 
' several kites tangled with each other' 
anak 2 
S : children 
berpukul - pukulan 
P : hit each other 
' the children hit each other' 
Predicative Subt ype D 
Predicative Subtype D consists of clauses whose 
Predicate is manifested by adjective phrases. The forms 
manifesting Subtype D Predicates are usually unaffixed , but 
some ~ and ber- forms are also adjectives . The Subject 
has the situa tional role of item, as for Equational clauses . 
Examples 
l. kau 
5:you 
lapar 
P:hungry 
1 you are hungry' 
2. .!..§. 
5:he 
masih belum gila 
P:still not yet mad 
3. 
4. 
'he still wasn't yet mad' 
kesan itu 
5:the impression 
begitu mendalam 
P:so profound 
'the impression was so profound' 
a,iahnja 
5:her father 
terlalu keras 
P:too strict 
'her father was too strict' 
5. enak benar! 
P:very delicious 
'very delicious ! 1 
Predicative Subtype E 
Predicative Subtype E consists of clauses who s e 
Predicate is manifested by a relator-axis phras e (other 
than the nominalized relator-axis. phrases manifesting 
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Equational Predicate. See example 5, Equational Subtype A.) 
The Subject has the situational role of item. 
-Examples 
1. semua 
5:all 
tak seperti si Latif 
P :no t like Latif 
'everyone is not like Latif' 
2. aku 
5:I 
kesawah 
P:to the rice-field 
'I'm going to the rice-field' 
3. bukumu 
5:your book 
diatas med,ia 
P:on the table 
'your book is on the table' 
4. k ami 
5:we 
dari Bandung 
P:from Bandung 
' we are from Bandung' 
Predicative Subtype F 
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Predicative Subtype F consists of clauses whose 
Predicate is manifested by the verb ada, and in which the 
following other features occur: 
(i) the order of tagmemes is always 
p s 
(ii) the subject is usually indefinite 
(iii) there is usually a Location Phrase 
within the clause. 
The Subject has the situational role of existent, i.e. 
that which is stated to exist. 
..... --------------------------------~ 
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The verb ada also occurs as an exponent of Predicate 
in Subtype A, but the order of tagmemes in such a clause 
is always S P. Moreover features (ii) and (iii) are not 
diagnostic of Subtype A clauses, though they may be present. 
The contrast between Subtype F clauses and Subtype A clauses 
with ada can be seen in the following pair of clauses: 
1. Subtype A: stasion kereta api 
S:railway station 
'the railway station 
2. Subtype F: di Djalan Merdeka 
L:in Merdeka Street 
ada 
P:is 
. . is in 
ada 
P:is 
di Djalan Me rdeka 
L:in Merdeka Street 
Merdeka Street' 
stasion kereta api 
5:a railway station 
'in Merdeka Street there is a railway station' 
Examples of Subtype F 
3. ada tikus dikamar s a,1 a 
-P:is S:mouse L:in my room 
'there is a mouse in my room' 
4. ada orang 
P:is 5:person 
'there is someone there' 
Predicative Subtype G 
In this subtype the Predicate is manifested by a 
fixed phrase, consisting of an unaffixed verb and a noun. 
The relationship between the two, as in the case of ber-3 
verbs, varies, e . g . it may be that of actio n and actor or 
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action and goal. The sequence manifesting Predicate may 
not be interrupted by any other words. 
Examples 
1. 1:.9. naik darah 
P:rise blood S:he 
'he became angry' 
2. anak sa i a 
5:my child 
masuk angin 
P:enter wind 
3. 
'my child has caught a cold' 
. 
l:.s. 
5:he 
sudah naik hadji 
P:already go on pilgrimage to Mecca 
'he has been on the pilgrimage to Mecca' 
Predicative Subtype H 
In clauses of this subtype the Predicate is manifested 
by a class of words which have certain adjectival 
characteristics, but which may also manifest Predicate 
in Transitive Clauses. These words are frequently 
accompanied by expressions of degree, as most adjectives 
are. 
Examples 
1. Kabar i tu 
5:the news 
sangat menjenangkan 
l3:very pleasing 
'the news is very pleasing' 
2. Keadaan ini kurang memuaskan 
5; this situation P:not very satisfactory 
'this situation is not very satisfactory' 
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Complemented Clause Type 
Certain clauses in Bahasa Indonesia appear to contain 
a transitive verb followed by an object. But this verb has 
no object-focus form and therefore the object-like tagmeme 
accompanying it cannot be transformed to Topic as Object . 
Hence this tagmeme is not an object, since our definition 
of an object is a tagmeme which can be transformed to Topic 
by the a pplication of an object-focus transform. It is here 
termed a Complement, and the verbs manifesting Predicate in 
this clause type are called Complemented Verbs (PC
0
). 
The Complement Tagmeme is manifested by Noun Phrases, and 
in certain subtypes by Verbal Phrases. There are five subtypes 
of Complemented Clauses, each characterized by a different 
subclass of Predicate fillers. 
Complemented Subtype A 
In this subtype, the Predicate is manifested by a set 
of verbs with the following characteristics: 
(i) they are verb roots, i.e. with no affixes 
(ii) they have related stem s which are transitive . 
This set includes the following verbs: 
.. 
Complemented 
suka 
mau 
naik 
tahu 
ikut 
masuk 
Examples 
1. Dia 
S:he 
Verb Related Transitive Verb 
tahu 
PC
0
:know 
men,iukai 
memaui 
menaiki 
mengetahui 
mengikut(i) 
memasuki 
keadaan disana 
Co : situation there 
Gloss 
'like ' 
' want ' 
'climb, 
ride' 
'know' 
'follow' 
' enter' 
'he knows the situation there' 
2. Kami naik kereta 8j2l. ke Bandung 
S:we PCo:go by Co:tr ain Dir :to Bandung 
' we caught the train to Bandung' 
3. dia ikut temannja kemana-mana 
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S : he PC
0
: followed Co:his friend Dir : everywhere 
Many of these verbs ca~ be followed by a relator-
axis phrase , instead of a Noun Phrase, with the same 
meaning . 
clause . 
The clause is then a Predicative Subtype A 
e . g . example 3 above could be : 
dia 
-S :he 
ikut 
P :followed 
dengan temann,ia 
Acc:with his friend 
kemana-mana 
Dir : everywhere 
----·---------------------------......,, ..
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Complemented Subtype B 
In this subtype, the Predicate is manifested by a 
set of verbs with the prefix ber-, which also have related 
transitive stems. 
Complemented Verb 
berkata 
berbuat 
Examples 
These include 
Related Transitive Verb 
mengatakan 
membuat 
l. i.a 
S:he 
berbuat 
PC
0
:make 
rumah 
Co;house 
'he built the house' 
Gloss 
'say' 
'make, 
do' 
2. J.. a 
5:he 
berkata 
Pc
0
:say 
bahwa kami harus berangkat 
Co:that we must leave 
'he said that we must leave' 
Complemented Subtype C 
Complemented Subtype C consists of clauses whose 
Predicate is manifested by a set of verbs which have an 
'equational' meaning, and which do not have related 
transitive forms. In this subtype, as in A and B, the 
Complement is manifested by a Noun Phrase. The verbs 
manifesting Predicate in this subtype include 
berupa, rnenjerupai and merupakan 'form, represent, 
constitute', and berarti 'mean'. 
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Examples 
1. Sikapn j a merupakan persoalan bagi orangtuanja 
S : his attitude PC
0
: constitute Co:problem Dir:for his 
parents 
'his attitude was a problem for his parents' 
2 . tt Baik 11 
5 : baik 
I 11 baik" 
berarti 11 good11 
P · mean Co : 'good' co · 
means "good" 
Complemented Subtype D 
In this subtype, too, the fillers of the Predicate 
slot have an ' equational ' meaning . The Complement tagmeme 
may, however , be manifested either by a Noun Phrase or a 
Verb a l Ph rase. The verbs manifesting Predicate are mendjadi 
and d j adi , both meaning ' become' or ' be'. 
Examples 
1 . Ali d j adi 
PC 0 : is 
tukang bet j ak 
Co : betjak driver -S :Ali 
' Ali is a betjak driver ' 
2 . Ali 
S : Ali 
dj adi 
PC
0
: became 
sakit 
Co:sakit 
3 . 
' Ali became sick ' 
har ga- ha r ga 
S : prices 
mend j adi 
PC
0
: become 
' prices are going up' 
meningkat 
Co : rise 
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Complemented Subtype E 
In this subtype the complement is manifested by 
Verbal Phrases and Extra Dependent Clauses introduced by 
bahwa, 'that'. The Predicate is manifested by the verb 
merasa, 'feel'. 
Examples ~ 
1. J..a 
S:he 
merasa 
PC
0
:feel 
'he felt sick' 
2. J.. a 
S:he 
merasa 
PC
0
:feel 
sakit 
Co:sick 
gagal 
Co:fail 
'he felt he had failed' 
3. 1 a 
-S: he 
merasa 
PC
0
:feel 
bahwa ia gagal 
Co:that he failed 
'he felt he had failed' 
Tr 6nsitive Clause Type 
The Transitive Clause Type consists of clauses which 
have a subject with the situational role of actor, a 
Predicate which is manifested by a class of transitive verbs, 
and an object which either is expressed or must be 
understood from the context. The Predicate-manifesting 
3 
set of transitive verbs all have the prefix~-
3 
a few verbs have a much more common unprefi xed Subject-
Focus form, but still transform to Object-Focus forms -
e.g . makan, 1 eat 1 , minum, 1 drink 1 • 
11 
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Transitive Clauses may be either Subject-Focus or 
Object - Focus i . e . any given Transitive Clause with Subject 
as Topic may be transformed into an Object-Focus clause 
by moving Object to Topic, and Subject to non-Topic,and 
transforming the verb in one of two ways which will be 
described below . 
Up to this stage the Topic of the clause has 
invariably been Subject and the situational roles of the 
various tagmemes have not been crucial for the subdivision 
of any of the Basic Clause Types. They have therefore 
not been marked in the examples of non-transitive clauses, 
but have merely been mentioned where necessary. However, 
in transitive clauses the Topic may be either Subject or 
Object . Moreover, the grammatical expression of the 
situational roles is crucial for the classification of 
transitive clauses . 
Therefore, in this section, the label for the 
tagmeme focussed as Topic is preceded by T/ •.. Thus T/5 
denotes Topic as Subject. The situational role of a 
particular tagmeme will be indicated by a subscript 
abbreviation . Thus D indicates Object as Goal. g 
The minimum formula for a Transitive Subject-focus 
clause is 
+T/S +D 
a 
Subtypes of Transitive Clauses 
There are six subtypes of Transitive Clauses . 
These are divided on the basis of the situational roles 
of the Object tagmeme. 
Transitive Subtype A 
Transitive Subtype A consists of clauses whose 
Object tagmeme has the situational role of goal . This 
subtype includes the majority of Transitive clauses. 
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There are four subdivisions of Subtype A - Al, A2, A3 and A4. 
Transitive Subtype Al 
Subtype Al has the following minimum structure 
+T/S 
a 
+P +O g 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
Titi 
T/S :Titi 
a 
membawa 
P:carry, bring 
anak-anakan kaju 
D : wooden doll g 
1 Titi carried a wooden doll ' 
anak-anak 
T/S :children 
a 
membuat 
P:make 
'the children made kites' 
la,i ang-la,i ang 
0 :kites g 
3. Achmad tak mendenga r 
P:not hear 
pertanjaanku 
T/S :Achmad 
a 
0 :my question g 
'Achmad didn't hear my question' 
1, 
4 . k am i 
T /S : we 
a 
menun gg u 
P : await 
musim pan en 
D :harvest season g 
1 we were waiting for the harvest season' 
5 . k ami 
T/5 : we 
a 
mendapat 
P : get 
' we received help ' 
bantuan 
0 : help g 
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6 . orang itu 
T/5 : that man 
a 
menjaksika n suatu kedjadian jang mengerikan 
P : witness D : a happening which horrifying g 
'the man witnessed a horrifying scene ' 
7 . ia 
-T /5 : he 
a 
men gakui 
P :adrhit 
bahwa temannja lebih pandai 
D :that his friend more clever g 
'he admits that his friend is cleverer ' 
Transitive Subtype A2 
Clauses of Subtype A2 have the structure 
+T/S 
a 
+P +D g +Co 
In addition to the tagmemes of Al , there is an optional 
nuclear Complement tagmeme. Clauses of Subtype A2 can be 
transformed to clauses of subtype Al by substituting for 
the Complement tagmeme a Capacity tagmeme manifested by a 
relator- axis phrase whose relator slot is generally filled 
by the preposition seba gai, 1 as 1 • 
Examples 
la. mereka 
T/S : they 
a 
memilih 
P:elect 
Abu 
0 : Abu g 
presiden 
Co:president 
which can be transformed to the Al clause: 
lb. mereka 
T/S : they 
a 
memilih 
P:elect 
Abu 
-0 : Abu g 
' they elected Abu president' 
2. menteri itu 
sebagai presiden 
Cap:as president 
. . 1parn1a 
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T/S :the minister 
a 
mengangkat 
P:appointed 0 :his son-in-law g 
secretaris-djendral 
Co:secretary-general 
'the minister appointed his son-in-law secretary-
general' 
Transitive Subtype A3 
Clauses of Subtype A3 have the structure 
+T/S 
a 
+P +O g 
(NP) 
+Co(VP)/Cap. 
A Complement or a Capacity tagmeme in this group is 
obligatory to complete the meaning of the verb manifesting 
Predicate. The Complemented tagmeme is manifested by both 
Noun Phrases and Verbal Phrasesthe latter usually being 
adjectival. 
Examples 
1. orang 
T /S : people 
a 
mengan gg ap dia 
P:considered O :him 
g 
'people considered him a hero' 
sebagai pahlawan 
Cap:as a hero 
2. saJa men gan ggap dia 
~
T/S : I P:consider D:him 
a 
'I consider him stupid' 
3 . orang 
T/S : people 
a 
menjangkakan 
P:consider 
bodoh 
Co:stupid 
dia 
D :him g 
pendjahat 
Co:criminal 
'people thought he was a criminal' 
Transitive Subtype A4 
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\ 
Clauses of Subtype A4 have the same surface structure 
as those of Subtype Al. However a difference in transform 
potential reveals a structural ambiguity in Subtype A4. 
These clauses can transform to Conjoined Causative clauses 
so that the Object as goal of the A4 clause is the Subject 
as actor of the second predicate in the conjoined clause. 
Thus the Subject of an A4 clause may be seen as having 
the situational role of actor or of initiator and the 
object as having the situational role of goal or actor/ 
item respectively . The Predicate is manifested by a 
class of verbs suffixed with -kan, whose meaning is to 
cause the action or situation implied in the stem . 
The subtype thus has the structure 
+T/5 ;· a i +P +D / g a 
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Exam ples 
la. orang-orang 
T/5 ;· :people 
a i 
mengikutkan 
P:make follow 
mata 
0 / :eyes g a 
kesana 
Dir:to there 
'people's eyes followed there' 
transforms to 
lb. 
2. 
orang-orang 
T/5. :people 
l 
ia 
T/S ;· :he 
a i 
menjebabkan 
P:cause 
menurunkan 
P:make descend 
mata 
Sa:eyes 
ikut 
P:follow 
kesana 
Dir:there 
Toto 
0 / :Toto g a 
dari pohon 
L: from the tree 
'he brought Toto down from the tree' 
3 • Titi 
T/5 1 .:Titi a i 
melepaskan 
P : make free 
'Titi freed the kid' 
Transitive Subtype E 
anak kambing itu 
0 ;·t :the kid g i em 
Transitive Subtype E consists of clauses whose 
Object tagmeme has the situational role of Direction, so 
that if the clause is transformed into one in which the 
Object becomes a non-object tagmeme, that tagmeme is 
manifested by a relator-axis phrase whose relator is akan 
'to, at, for', ke-, kepada 'to', keatas 'onto', kebawah 
'to und er ', kedalam 'into', and untuk, bagi and buat 'for'. 
Transitive Subtype Bl 
This subtype has the structure 
+T/S 
a 
+P +Od. ir 
Examples 
la. kau menqharapkan 
P:hope for 
itu 
T/S :you 
a 
Dd. :that ir 
'you hope for that' 
transforms to 
lb. kaw berharap 
P:hope 
akan itu 
Dir:for that 
2. 
3a. 
T/S :you 
a 
Zainab aku 
T/S :Zainab 
a 
mengetawai 
P:laugh at od. : me ir 
'Zainab was laughing at me' 
Selamat 
T/S :Selamat 
a 
melempar 
P:throw (at), 
pelt 
dengan tanah 
Instr:with soil 
burung-burung itu 
od. : the birds ir 
'Selamat pelted the birds with soil' 
transforms to 
3b. 
4. 
Selamat 
T/S :Selamat 
a 
melempar(kan) 
P:throw 
kepada burung-burung itu 
Dir:at the birds 
ia gubuk 
tanah 
0. t:soil ins 
T/S :he 
a 
mendekati 
P:approach od. : shelter ir 
'he approached the shelter' 
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'· 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Pak Il,i as 
T/S :Mr. Iljas 
a 
menund,iuk 
P:point (at) 
'Mr. Iljas pointed at him' 
Toto Selamat 
~ 
od. : him ir 
T/S :Toto 
a 
memanggil. 
P:call Od. : Selamat ir 
'Toto called Selamat' 
Aku tidak membentji - mu 
T/S : I P :not hate od. :you 
a ir 
' I don't hate you' 
Saj a mengenal dia 
T/S : I P:know od. :him 
a ir 
' I know him' 
Transitive Subtype B2 
This subtype has the structure 
+S +P +Od. ir +Co 
In addition to the tagmemes of Bl there is an obligatory 
complement tagmeme. 
Exam les 
1. . 1a 
T/S :he 
a 
tidak pernah memberi 
P:never give 
apa-apa 
Co:anything 
adikn,i a 
od. : his brother 1r 
'he never gave his brother anything' 
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2. ia 
T/S :he 
a 
mengabarkan 
P:inform 
sa1a 
od. : me ir 
bahwa ajahnja meninggal 
Co:that his father died 
'he informed me that his father had died' 
3. Bapa 
T/S :Father 
a 
membelikan 
P:buy (for) 
orang itu 
od. :the man ir 
'Father bought the man a coat' 
bad,iu 
Co:coat 
N.B. In Transitive Subtype B there are co-occurrence 
restrictions between Predicate exponent and Direction 
relator. These would have to be listed in the lexicon 
for each verb. 
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e.g. 1. If Predicate is manifested by memberikan 'give', 
the Direction relator is kepada 'to'. 
2. If the Predicate is manifested by membelikan 
'buy', the Direction relator is untuk, buat or bagi 
' for' . 
Transitive Subtype C 
Transitive Subtype C consists of clauses whose Object 
has the situational role of instrument, so that if the 
clause is transformed into one in which the Object becomes 
a non-object tagmeme, that tagmeme is manifested by a 
relator-axis phrase whose relator is dengan 'with', and 
whose axis is manifested by a non-personal noun phrase. 
Clauses of Subtype C have the structure 
+T/S 
a 
+P +O. t ins 
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Examples 
la. si Eelang 
T/S :Eelang 
a 
ment,iakarkan 
P:scratch 
kekepala si Lia 
Dir:to Lia's head 
kukun,i a 
D. t:his claws ins 
'Eelang scratched (with) his claws at Lia's head' 
transforms to 
lb. 
2. 
si Belang 
T/S :Belang 
a 
Selamat 
T/5 :Selamat 
a 
ment,i akar 
P:scratch 
melernpar 
P:throw 
kepala si Lia 
Od. :Lia's head ir 
dengan kukunja 
Inst:with his 
claws 
tanah 
0. t:soil ins 
kepada burung 2 itu 
Dir:at the birds 
'5elamat threw soil at the birds' 
Transitive Subtype D 
In claases of Subtype D, the Object has the situational 
role of accompaniment. The non-object tagmeme to which it 
transforms is manifested by a ·phrase whose relator is the 
preposition dengan 'with', and whose axis is manifested 
by a personal noun phrase. 
Clauses of 5ubtype D have the structure 
+T/S 
a 
+P +D ace 
I' 
1, 
I 
Examples 
la. hadji Basuni 
T/5 :hadji Basuni 
a 
menemui 
P:meet 
ajahmu 
D :your father 
ace 
'hadji Basuni met your father' 
transforms to 
lb. 
2. 
hadji Basuni 
T/5 :hadji Basuni 
a 
bertemu 
P:met 
D,i oko 
T/5 :Djoko 
a 
mau mengawini 
P:wants to marry 
'Djoko wants to marry Ati' 
Transitive Subtype E 
dengan a,iahmu 
Acc:with your father 
Ati 
-D : Ati 
ace 
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In this Subtype the Object has the situational role 
of theme, since it transforms to a non-object tagmeme 
manifested by a phrase whose relater is tentang or-
mengenai, 'about, concerning'. 
Clauses of Subtype E have the structure 
Example 
+T/S 
a 
la. aku 
T/5 :I 
a 
+P 
tidak memikirkan 
P:not think (of) 
persoalan itu 
oth:that problem 
'I did not think of that problem' 
transforms to 
lb. aku 
T/S :I 
a 
tidak berpikir 
P:not think 
tentang persoalan itu 
Th:about that problem 
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Transitive Subtype F 
Transitive Subtype F consists of clauses whose Object 
has the situational role of location. The relator of the 
phrase manifesting the non-object tagmeme to which the 
Object trans forms is .di 'in, at, 
diatas 'on', dibawah 'under'. 
on' 
' 
(di) dalam 'in' , 
Clauses of Subtype F have the structure 
+T/5 
a 
+P 
Examples 
la. sa,1 a 
T/S :I 
a 
menanami 
P:plant 
kebun sa1a 
01 :my garden 
dengan kentang 
Inst:with potatoes 
'I planted my garden with potatoes' 
transforms to 
lb. 
2. 
sa,1 a 
T /S : I 
a 
menanam 
P:plant 
murid itu 
T/5 :the pupil 
a 
kentang 
0. t: potatoes ins 
dikebun sa,1a 
L:in my garden 
menduduki 
P:sit on 
kursi guru 
o1 :the teacher's chair 
'the pupil is sitting on the teacher's chair' 
The Object-Focus Transforms 
The transitive clauses discussed above all have the 
Subject focussed as Topic. The Object in these clauses 
may become the Topic by the application of an Object-
Foc us Trans form. There are two such transforms. 
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In Object-focus Transform I the Object transforms 
to Topic, and the subject-focus verb prefix~ is replaced 
by the Object-focus I prefix di-. The Subject becomes a 
non-topic tagmeme, loses its obligatory status and is 
removed to post-Predicate position. It can be manifested 
either by a relator-axis phrase with the relator oleh 'by', 
or by a noun phrase. The formula for Object-focus 
Transform I is: 
Transform OF I:+T/S(NP) +D +T/0 (Np) +Pof! +S(RA) 
In Object-focus Transform II the Object transforms 
to Topic and the Subject becomes an obligatory non-focus 
tagmeme preceding the Predicate and ~nseparable from it. 
The latter is manifested by the verb stem. The formula 
for Object-focus Transform II is: 
S (NP) Transform OF II:+T/S(NP) +Psf +O ~ +T/0 + (ku~ +PofII 
In the above formula ku- represents the pre -P redicate 
enclitic forms ku- and kau- of the pronouns aku 'I' and 
engkau 'you', respectively. 
The differences between Object-focus (OF)I and II 
may be summarized as follows: 
OF I OF II 
Subject obligatory 
Subject manifested by 
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(i) Subject optional 
(ii) Subject manifested 
by NP or RA NP or enclitic pronoun 
(iii) Subject follows 
Predicate 
(iv) Subject and 
Predicate separable 
(v) Verb manifesting 
Predicate - di-
+ stem 
Subject precedes 
Predicate 
Subject and Predicate 
theoretically inseparable 
Verb manifesting Predicate 
= stem 
Characteristic (iv) of Object-focus II has been 
mentioned in Chapter 1, on page 11. The rule that no 
words may intervene between Subject and Predicate in 
Object-focus II clauses is usually carefully observed in 
4 
formal speech, but "infringementstt are not uncommon. 
The Relationship between OF I and II 
Traditional grammar holds that OF I is used 
exclusively with 3rd person Subjects and OF II exclusively 
5 
with 1st and 2nd person subjects, so that the two are in 
complementary distribution. However there seems to be 
a strong case for treating the distinction between OF I 
and OF II as anemic rather than an etic one since clauses 
4 
cf. Macdonald and Soenjono, 1967, p.239 
5 
I.R. Poedjawijatna and P.J. Zoetmulder, Tatabahasa 
Indonesia, 2 vols, Djakarta, 1964, Vol.I, p.51, and 
S. Takdir Alisjahbana, Tatabahasa Baru Bahasa Indonesia, 
2 vols. Djakarta, 1963, Vol.2, p.33 
do occur in OF I with 1st and 2nd person subjects, and 
in OF II with 3rd person subjects. Single word Subjects 
like tuan 'sir, Mr', njonja 'madam, Mrs', ibu 'mother, 
Mrs', bapak 'father, Mr', and personal names, which may 
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be 2nd, 3rd and even 1st person, may manifest a 3rd person 
Subject in an OF II clause, as also may the 3rd person 
pronouns dia 'he, she' and mereka 'they'. Macdonald and 
Soenjono give the following example of the latter. 
6 
1. buku itu 
T/0:the book 
dia 
S:he 
'he bought the book' 
beli 
pofII:buy 
They illustrate the occurrence of a 1st person Subject 
in an OF I clause as follows 
2. buku itu 
T/0:the book 
dibeli 
pofI:buy 
'I bought the book' 
oleh saja 
S:by me 
7 
Further examples parallel to example 1 are 
3. bongkotnja ••• itu 
T/0:the handle 
dia 
S:she 
ajunkan 
pofII:swung 
'she swung the handle upwards' 
Macdonald and Soenjono, 1967, p.238 
8 
keatas 
Dir:upwards 
6 
7 Macdonald and Soenjono, 1967, p.235. The analysis 
and glosses of examples 1. and 2 . are my own. Macdonald 
and Soenjono analyze these sentences as passives. 
8 from Tiga Kata by Nugroho Notosusanto, Djakarta, 1959. 
4. (apa) 
P:what 
,1 ang 
S [DepT/0:which 
18 
-S:he 
'what was he talking about?' 
9 
tjakapkan? 
PofII:talk about] 
Thus it is not justifiable to consider OF I and 
OF II to be in complementary distribution. However, 
the qualification should be made that OF I 1s more 
frequently found with 3rd person Subjects and OF II with 
1st and 2nd person Subjects. 
Examples of Object-focus I 
1. anak-anak itu 
T/0:the children 
diangkat 
PofI:lift 
'Selamat lifted the children' 
Selamat 
S:5elamat 
or 'the children were lifted by 5elamat' 
2. 18 
T/0:she 
ditolak 
P
0
f 1:reject 
oleh bapan,ia 
S:by her father 
'she was rejected by her father' 
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3. dimesd,iid-mesdjid 
L:in the mosques 
diadakan 
P
0
f 1 :held 
slametan 
T/0:slametan(ceremony) 
'in the mosques slametans were held' 
Examples of Object-focus II 
1. 
9 
disitu 
L:there 
mataku 
T/0:my eyes 
ku 
S:I 
'there I closed my eyes' 
ped,iamkan 
PofII:close 
from Umi Kalsum by Djamil Suherman, Djakarta, 1963,p.83 
........ 
2. 
3. 
pekerdjaan ini 
T/0:this work 
dengan baik 
Ma:well 
harus 
PAux:must 
'you must do this work well' 
kesengsaraan itu 
T/0:that misery 
selama-laman,ia 
Ti:forever 
akan 
PAsp:will 
kau 
S:you 
lakukan 
pofIIH :do 
mereka 
S:they 
rasai 
PofIIH:feel 
'they will feel that misery forever' 
Reflexive Predicates 
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Some problems exist in the analysis and classification 
of clauses such as 
1. ia 
T/S:he 
'he fled' 
melarikan 
P :cause to run 
diri 
O(Refl):self 
These structures are reflexive, so that the Subject and 
Object refer to the same person. 
Although the verb form manifesting Predicate is 
transitive in other environments, the Object in clauses 
like the above cannot transform to Topic. Such clauses 
therefore cannot be analyzed as normal Transitive clauses. 
They cannot, however, be regarded as Complemented 
clauses, because the Predicate in the latter cannot be 
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manifested by transitive verbs. In Complemented clauses 
it is the exponent of Predicate which precludes the 
possibility of an Object-focus transform. In Reflexive 
clauses it is the exponent of Object which does this. 
Reflexive clauses can perhaps best be classified as 
a special kind of Transitive clause. They have therefore 
been tentatively placed with Transitive clauses, though 
not classified as a Transitive Subtype on the same level 
as the other subtypes. 
Examples 
2. . l.8 
T/5:he 
membunuh 
P:kill 
'he killed himself' 
3. . 18 
T/5:he 
selalu 
Ti:always 
diri 
D(Refl):self 
membesarkan 
P:speak highly of 
'he is always boasting' 
diri 
O(Refl) :self 
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CHAPTER 4 
Non-Basic Clauses 
~erived Clauses 
From the Basic Clauses described in Chapter 3 
can be derived clauses belonging to each of seven 
Derived Clause Classes. Five of the seven can derive 
from all basic clauses. There are certain restrictions 
on the derivation of Imperative and Dependent Topic 
clauses, which will be discussed below. Table 2 shows 
the Derived Clause Classes. 
STATUS DERIVED CLAUSE EXAMPLE 
CLASS 
DECLARATIVE Saj a gergi 
1 I go' 
IMPERATIVE Pergi! 
, Go! , 
INDEPENDENT 
YES-NO _ A2akah dia gergi? 
INTERROGATIVE I Is he going?' 
INFORMATION la gergi kemana? 
INTERROGATIVE 'where J.S he going?' 
t 
l 
l 
I 
' l 
j 
j 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. 
l 
I 
I 
l 
DEPENDENT (orang) . ke Djakarta , .] ang gerg1 
TOPIC '( the man) who went to Djakarta' 
' I 
DEPENDENT EXTRA waktu dia . ke Djakarta gergi. • 
DEPENDENT 'when he went to Djakarta ' 
I 
I 
DEPENDENT ( Saj a tahu) kemana . ia gergi. 
INTERROGATIVE '( I know) where he went ' 
. 
Tabl e 2: Derived Clause Classes in Bahasa Indonesia 
' 
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These clauses are derived from the Basic Clause 
Types by means of transforms involving additional tagmemes, 
specific restrictions on exponence of existing basic 
tagmemes and in one case the form of the verb. The 
intonational features characteristic of each cla ss are 
not treated, because they are associated with spoken 
language only. 
Declarative Clause Class 
Clauses of the Declarative class are identical 
with clauses of the Basic Clause Types. They are 
independent clauses with no imperative or interrogative 
features. Declarative clauses are statistically the 
most frequent. 
Examples 
1. ia 
5:he 
pegawa.1. 
P:government official 
'he is a government official' 
2. .1.a dja±wh 
5:he ~:fall 
'he fell' 
3. ia naik mobil 
-5:he PC
0
:go by Co:car 
'he went by car' 
4. . ia 
-S:he 
melihat 
P:see 
'he saw me' 
sa,1 a 
D:me 
Imperative Clause Class 
The Imperative Clause Class has the following 
features: 
(i) optional use of an imperative marker: 
(a) the enclitic particle -lah 
(b) imperative introducers such as 
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harap 'hope', tolong 'help', tjoba 'try', silahkan, 
all of which hav e the force of 'please'. 
The particle -lah may be added to these 
introducers or to the Predicate. 
(ii) omission of Topic in many clauses. 
The omission of Topic may even be obligatory in 2nd 
person Imperative clauses which do not have an imperative 
introducer, though this is not certain. In this case 
any personal noun or pronoun occurring may be analyzed 
as manifesting a sentence-level Vocative tagmeme. The 
Topic occurs optionally after imperative introducers 
and the imperative negative, djangan. 
There appear to be restrictions on the use of the 
~ prefix in association with certain of the above 
features, but these have not been fully analyzed. The 
traditional view is that the~ prefix is retained in 
the Imperative by intransitive~ verbs, but that the 
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unaffixed stem is used for transitive me- verbs . However 
the position is not so simple. For example, the me-
prefix is often retained after djangan, harap, tolong 
etc. In Imperative clauses which have the particle 
-lah the ill.§.=. prefix appears usually to be omitted. 
Imperative Predicates which are not preceded by 
imperative introducers or by djangan are always in 
Subject focus. However, object-focus Predicates may 
occur in Imperative clauses after an .imperative introducer 
or djangan. 
It should be noted that these features do not 
always occur, and in the written language an imperative 
clause may be identical with a declarative clause except 
that puncuation and the context indicate that it is 
imperative. 
As mentioned above, there are certain restrictions 
on the possibilities of deriving Imperative clauses from 
the Basic Clause Types. 
(i) an Imperative clause must have a verbal 
Predicate, and so may not be derived from the Equational 
Clause Type ; 
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(ii) of the Predicative clauses those whose 
Predicate is manifested by the verb ada (see Chapter 3) 
do not derive Imperative clauses; 
(iii) Positive Imperative clauses are not derived 
1 
from clauses of Predicative Subtype E, D and E , whose 
Predicates are manifested by non-transitive ter- and ke-an 
forms, adjectives and relator-axis phrases respectively. 
However negative Imperatives, consisting of the Imperative 
negative djangan, plus the Predicate, do occur with 
these subtypes. 
(iv) Imperative clauses are not derived from 
clauses of Complemented Subtype C, whose Predicates are 
manifested by verbs such as merupakan 'form, constitute' 
and berarti 'mean'. 
First Person Plural Imperative Clauses 
Imperative clauses normally have a 2nd person 
Topic, and the preceding remarks apply to such clauses. 
There is a lso an Imperative with 1st person plural Topic, 
which is characterized by the use of the 1st perso n plural 
Imperative Introducer mari, equ ivalent to the English 
'let us'. The enclitic -lah may be added to mari and 
1 
with the exception of phraseswhose relator is 
ke-, e.g. kesekolah ' go to school' 
I ; 
the Topic is often expressed. The restrictions on the 
derivation of Imperative clauses from the Basic Clause 
Types apply to 1st person plural Imperatives as well. 
Examples of Imperative Clauses 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
duduk 
P:sit 
disini 
L:here 
'sit here' 
turun -
P:descend 
'come down' 
djangan 
ImpNeg:don't 
lah 
ImpM 
ribut 
P:noisy 
'don't be noisy' 
djambu itu ambil 
P:take O:the djambu (kind of fruit) 
'take the djambu' 
harap 
ImpM:please 
lekas 
Ma:quickly 
'please come quickly' 
angkat - lah 
P:lift ImpM 
'lift me up' 
aku 
O:me 
datang 
P:come 
mari 
lmpM:let's 
kita 
S:we 
berdjalan-djalan 
P:go for a walk 
'let's go for a walk' 
silahan 
ImpM:please 
duduk 
P:sit 
'please sit down' 
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Yes-No Interrogative Clause Class 
The Yes-No Interrogative Clause Class is formed by 
the optional use of Yes-No Question Markers in the Basic 
Clause Types. These Yes-No Question Markers are apakah 
and .§.2.§. which occur in clause-initial position, and the 
enclitic -kah which is added to the tagmeme, usually 
initial, which is emphasized in the question. Again it 
is possible in the written language for a Yes-No 
Interrogative Clause to be identical with a Decl a rative 
Clause, and distinguished from it only by punctuation 
and context. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Apakah 
QM 
dia 
5:he 
berhasil? 
P:succeed 
'did he succeed?' 
Menggigi t - kah 
P:bite QM 
'does it bite?' 
ia? 
5:he, it 
fu;@_ 
QM 
dia 
5:he 
suka menonton 
P:like to watch 
'does he like seeing films?' 
ia 
5:he 
sekarang 
Ti:now 
dirumah? 
L:at home 
'is he at home now?' 
film? 
D:film 
I 
A variant of this class is the Tag Question, which 
consists of a Declarative clause followed by the 
interrogative tag, bukan 'isn't it', 'didn't we', etc., 
which seeks confirmation of the statement made in the 
Declarative clause. 
Examples 
s. 
6. 
dia 
-S:he 
kesunjian, 
P:lonely 
bukan ? 
Tag:isn't he 
'he's lonely, isn't he?' 
mereka 
S:they 
sudah berangkat, 
P:already left 
bukan? 
Tag:haven't they 
'they've already left, haven't they?' 
Information Interrogative Clause Class 
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Unlike Yes-No Interrogative clauses, clauses of 
this class expect an answer other than affirmation or 
negation. They are distinguished by the fact that one 
tagmeme in the clause is manifested by an interrogative 
phrase. The interrogative phrase may manifest any 
clause-level tagmeme except Modifier or Predicate 
Marker. It may also manifest the phrase-level tagmemes 
Attributive, Possessive and Numeral. 
Examples 
1. siapa 
S:who 
kalah? 
P:defeated 
'who lost?' 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
apa 
P:what 
isin,ia? 
5:contents 
'what are its contents?' 
dimana 
P:where 
engkau? 
5:you 
'where are you?' 
la gu apa 
P: w.hat song 
itu? 
5:that 
'what song is that?' 
mengapa 
Ca:why 
dia 
5:he 
datang? 
P:come 
'why did he come?' 
gad.ii pegawai 
5:government official's 
salary 
untuk apa? 
Pu:for what 
sekarang 
Ti:nowadays 
t.jukup 
P:enough 
'what is a government official's salary enough 
for nowadays?' 
adikmu 
5:your sister 
menikah 
P:marry 
dengan siapa? 
Acc:with whom 
'whom di·d your · t ?' sis er marry 
kapan 
Ti:when 
mereka 
5:they 
pulang? 
P:come home 
'when are they coming home?' 
hendak diapakan 
P:what will be done with 
ka,iu ini? 
T/0:this wood 
'what is going to be done with this wood?' 
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Dependent Topic Clause Class 
The Dependent Topic Clause Class is characterized 
by a Topic tagmeme always manifested by the Dependent 
Topic j an g 'who, which'. Clauses of this class have a 
distribution similar to noun phrases on the clause and 
phrase levels. In Bahasa Indonesia clauses of the 
Dependent Topic class are not derived from the Equational 
Clause Type. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
(dia) 
P:he 
jang menan g 
S:who won 
'(it was he) who won' 
. 
,1ang 
DepT/5:which 
merupakan 
PC
0
:form 
'which form a group' 
,iang 
DepT/5:who 
mendapatkan 
P:gain 
'who won a prize' 
. Jang 
DepT/0:which 
diperlukan 
P
0
f:need 
suatu kelompok 
Co:a group 
hadiah 
0:prize 
dalam pendidikan 
L:in education 
'which is needed in education' 
Note: Since jang always manifests Topic, no other Topic 
can occur in the same clause. Therefore the following 
sentence is ungrammatical: 
*(Ini 
5:this 
uang) 
P:the money 
mentjuri 
P:steal ] 
,i ang 
Att [DepT:which 
Achmad 
T/5:Achmad 
'(this is the money) which Achmad stole' 
Extra Dependent Clause Class 
Clauses of this class are derived by the use of 
an Extra Dependent Introducer at the beginning of the 
clause. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
karena 
EDepint:because 
hari 
T/S:day 
'because it was too hot' 
sebelum 
EDepint:before 
Arif 
T/5:Arif 
'before Arif was born' 
terlalu panas 
P:too hot 
lahir 
P:born 
bahwa 
EDeplnt:that 
kami 
T/5:we 
adalah 
PM 
muridnja 
P:his pupils 
'that we were his pupils' 
kalau 
EDepint:if 
ada 
P:there is 
'if there is any damage' 
kerusakan 
T/5:damage 
belum tahu berenang 
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meskipun 
EDeplnt:although 
ia 
T/5:he P:not yet know how to swim 
'although he couldn't yet swim' 
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Because these clauses are dependent on a main 
clause, and the Topic exponent of the Extra Dependent 
clause is often the same as the exponent of one of the 
tagmemes in the main clause, Topic is often omitted from 
Extra Dependent clauses. 
e.g. (anak itu 
T/5:the child 
tidak diberi 
P:not given 
menangis) karena 
P:cry EDepCl [EDepint:because 
makanan 
Co: food J 
'(the child is crying) because it was not 
given food' 
Dependent Interrogative Clause Class 
Clauses of this class are similar in composition 
to Yes-No Interrogative and Information Interrogative 
clauses, in that the same interrogative phrases are used. 
HOtJever they differ from these independent Interrogative 
types in being dependent on a main clause, whose Predicate 
is usually manifested by a verb of knowing or saying. 
(In the spoken language dependent and independent 
Interrogative clauses are clearly distinguished by 
intonation). 
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Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
. 
siapa (Saia tidak tahu) 
Main Cl:I don't know DepinterrCl [ P:who 
'(I don't know) who he is' 
( Sa,i a bertan,i a) 
Main Cl:! asked 
keadaan 
5:situation 
bagaimana 
DepinterrCl [ P:how 
disana 
L:there J 
'(I asked) how the situation was there' 
dia 
5:he] 
(Dia tidak mengerti) 
Main Cl:he didn't understand 
mengapa 
DeplnterrCl [ Ca:why 
ibunja 
5:his mother 
sedih 
P: sad J 
'(he didn't understand) why his mother was sad' 
(Dia tahu) 
Main Cl:he knows 
kemana 
DepinterrCl [Dir :where 
'(he knows) where Ali went' 
(Saja tidak tahu) 
Main Cl:! don't know 
lulus 
apakah 
DeplnterrCl [ QM 
dia 
5:he P:pass (exam) J 
'(I don't know) whether he passed' 
Ali pergi 
5:Ali P:go] 
Conjoined Clauses 
Conjoined clauses are clauses which are derived 
from more than one original clause, and thus have more 
than one Predicate. At least one of the nuclear tagmemes 
I< 
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of each original clause is shared by both (or all) of 
them. The derivational process includes the joining of 
the original clauses by various means and the deletion 
of all but one of the exponents of the shared tagmeme. 
In Bahasa Indonesia there are two types of 
conjoined clauses. Clauses of the first type (I) have 
a Topic which is common to the original clauses. In 
clauses of the second type(II)the object of the first 
clause is the Topic of the second clause. The latter 
type consists of only two original clauses. In the 
former type there are two subtypes - Co-ordinate and 
Subordinate. Co-ordinate conjoined ~lauses may consist 
of a theoretically infinite string of original clau s es. 
A subordinate conjoined clause is derived from only two 
original clauses. In Type I clauses several perip h e ral 
tagmemes as well may be shared by both original cl a uses. 
In Type II clauses only the non-topic Object of the 
first clause is shared by both original clauses. 
Conjoined Clause Type I 
Subtype A - Co-ordinate Conjoined Clauses 
Co- ordinate conjoined clauses have original clauses 
joined in three ways: 
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(i) by the use of a set of simple co-ordinate 
conjoiners (SCC), e.g. dan 'and', tetapi 'but', atau 'or', 
between the two Predicates or between the last tagmerne 
of the first clause and the Predicate of the second, as 
follows 
T p ( X) sec p (X) 
where X represents other nuclear tagmernes such as non-
topic Object, non-topic Subject, or Complement. 
(ii) by the use of the same set of simple co-
ordinate conjoiners before the last of a series of 
Predicate± X. The previous members of the series 
are usually not joined by any conjoiner, but in written 
language are separated by a comma: 
n 
T p ( X) ' [ P(X) ] sec p (X) 
(iii) by the use of discontinuous co-ordinate 
conjoiners (DCC) whose first part precedes the Topic or 
Predicate of the first original clause, and whose second 
part precedes the second Predicate, e.g. bukan hanja ••• 
tetapi • • • 'not only ••• bu't; •.• 1 , baik ••• maupun ••• 
r;~, 
'both • • • and ••• , either ••• or ••• ', ~b~a~i~k.;._~·~·~·~b~a;;;;.;;;i~k~·:-.·~· 
'both and ' maupun maupun 'either • • • • • • 
' 
• • • • • • • • • 
or 
' lebih daripada 'more than ' • • • 
' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
T DCC1 p ( X) DCC 2 p ( X) 
-1:: I 
I 
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Examples 
( i) 1. mereka 
S:they 
menari 
P1 :dance 
dan 
SCC:and 
melompat-lompat 
P2 :jump around 
'they danced and jumped around' 
Example l is derived from: 
mereka menari + mereka melompat-lompat 
2. ja ng 
DepT/5:who 
men den gar 
P1 :hear 
atau 
SCC:or 
mengetahui 
P2 :know 
3. 
(ii) 4. 
'who heard or knew' 
dua orang 
T/0/5:two people 
keluar 
P2 :came out 
di tund,i uk 
P10f:pointed at 
clan 
SCC:and 
'two people were pointed at and came out' 
orang-orang 
5:people 
naik 
P1 :go up 
langgar, 
Co:prayer house 
mengambil 
P2 :take 
air wudu', 
O:ritual water 
bersalwat 
P3 :pray 
dan melakukan 
-SCC:and P4 :perform 
makmum 
0:prayer led by Muslim priest 
'people entered the mosque, cleansed themselves, 
prayed and joined the public prayer' 
Example 4 is derived from: 
orang 2 naik langgar + 
2 +orang bersalwat + 
2 
orang mengambil air wudu' 
2 
orang melakukan makmum 
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(iii) 5. perbuatan itu 
S:that act 
bukan sadja 
DCC1 :not only 
tidak berguna, 
P1 :not useful 
tetapi 
DCC 2 :but 
benar-benar 
Md:truly 
merugikan 
P2 :harmful 
'that act was not only useless but truly harmful' 
Example 5 is derived from: 
perbuatan itu tidak berguna + perbuatan itu 
2 benar merugikan 
Subtype B - Subordinate Conjoined Clauses 
The original clauses of a Subordinate Conjoined 
Clause have a common Topic, but are not joined by 
conjoiners. The relationship of the second Predicate to 
the first is one of purpose or accompanying activity. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
. 
ll 
S:he 
berteriak-teriak 
P1 :shout 
memanggil 
P2 :call 
'he shouted, calling his brother' 
kakakn,ia 
0:his brother 
tetangga-tetangga 
S:neighbours 
datang 
P1 :come 
menjaksikan 
P2 :witness 
ked,iadian itu 
0:the event 
'the neighbours came to witness what was happening' 
ia 
-S:he 
menarik-narik 
P1 :pull repeatedly 
tali 
O:rope 
hendak melepaskan diri 
P2 :wanting to free himself 
'he pulled and pulled at the rope to free himself' 
Conjoined Clause Type II 
In this type the Object, whether Topic or non-
Topic, of the first clause, is the Topic of the second 
clause. There are two subtypes - Causative and non-
Causative. 
Causative Subtype 
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In this subtype, the action or state implied in 
the second Predicate is the result or desired result of 
the action implied in the first Predicate. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
saja 
S:I 
membiarkan 
P1 :allow 
!lJ..§. 
O:him 
berbit,iara 
P2 :speak 
'I allowed him to speak' 
Titi 
S:Titi 
memaksa 
P1 :force 
anak kambing itu 
0:the kid 
'Titi forced the kid to eat prawn crisps' 
Titi 
T/0:Titi 
diad.iak 
P1 :ask 
ibu 
S:mother 
'mother asked Titi to go home' 
pulang 
P2 :go home 
Non-Causative Subtype 
kerupuk 
D:prawn 
crisp 
In this subtype the first Predicate is manifested 
by verbs denoting perception, and the second Predicate by 
verbals denoting the action or state perceived. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Ati 
S:Ati 
mendengar 
P1 :hear 
ibu 
0:mother 
'Ati heard mother calling' 
memanggil-manggil 
P2 :call repeatedly 
dilihat - n,i a 
P1 :see S:he 
pintu 
T/0:door 
terbuka 
P2 :open 
'he saw the door open' 
Ali 
T/0:Ali 
didapati 
P1 :found 
mati 
P2 :dead 
'Ali was found dead' 
External Topic Constructions 
Bahasa Indonesia has a construction consisting of 
an External Topic tagmeme, manifested by a Noun Phrase, 
and a Comment tagmeme, manifested by a clause of any 
type and class. This is properly a sentence-level 
construction, but is discussed here because External 
Topic constructions may be dependent upon main clauses 
as in example 9 below, and because they are transfor-
mationally related to the Basic Clause T~pes, Derived 
Clause Classes, and Conjoined Clauses described in this 
analysis. 
External Topic constructions are derived from 
clauses in the following way. The exponent of one of 
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the clause- or phrase-level tagmemes in th e clause, 
typically Possessive, is removed to a position immediately 
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preceding the clause. This exponent is usually, but not 
always, replaced by a pronoun, referring to the same person 
or thing as the original exponent. 
e.g. Nama 
S[H:name 
orang itu 
Poss: that man] 
'that man's name is Rudi' 
Rudi 
P:Rudi 
transforms to 
Orang itu 
ET:that man 
namanja 
EqCl :S:his name 
Rudi 
P:Rudi 
Orang itu is removed to ET and replaced in the clause by 
-n1a 'his'. 
The term uExternal Topic" is used here in preference 
2 
to the term 11 Topic 11 used by Macdonal·d and Soenj ono, because 
the latter term is widely used in another sense. 
Examples 
l. 
2. 
3. 
2 
Toto 
ET:Toto 
umurn,1 a 
EqCl: [5 : his age 
'Toto is seven years old' 
tudjuh tahun 
P :seven years] 
jang tua 
C:T:the old one 
namanJa Brambang Merah 
EqCl: [S :his name P:Brambang MerahJ 
'the old one's name is Brambang Merah' 
telur sa,1a 
ET:my eggs 
dimakan 
TrCl: [P
0
f:eat 
'he ate one of my eggs' 
~ 
S:he 
satu 
0 : one J 
Macdonald and Soenjono, 1967, p.208 ff. 
4. djadi bagimu 
Dep5Int:so [Dir:for you] 
aku djuga 
ET:I too 
sudah tidak ada 
PrCl: [ P:already there is not 
'so for you I also mean nothing' 
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artinja 
S :meaning J 
5. j ang 
ET:who 
sifatnja rnendekati 
TrCl:[S:his nature P:approached 
kekufuran 
D:atheism] 
6. 
'who was almost atheistic' 
.§.f@. 
QM 
Pak Jasin 
ET:Mr. Jasin 
rnashurnja? 
S:his fame] 
kurang 
PrCl:[P:insufficient 
'is Mr. Jasin not very famous?' 
In examples 4 and 6 , the E0 ternal Topic tagmeme 
is embedded within the clause. 
In some cases the External Topic is not explicitly 
referred to in the following clause 
e.g. 7. 
8. 
j ang 
ET:who 
tak ada 
PrCl:[P:there is not 
k erd,i a 
S:work] 
'who has no work' 
itu 
ET:that 
kita 
PrCl:[S:we 
tak pasti 
P:not sure ] 
'that we are not certain (of)' 
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Quotative Clauses 
Quotative clauses are characterized by the following 
features: 
(i) they have a Complement tagmeme which is 
manifested by direct or indirect speech or by an 
interrogative replacing the speech; 
(ii) the Predicate is manifested by a verb stem, 
even when that stem cannot manifest Predicate in any 
other clause type or class; 
(iii) the Subject always follows the Predicate and 
is inseparable from it; 
(iv) when the Subject is manifested by a pronoun, 
the postclitic forms -ku 'I', .=.!ill:!. 'you' and -n,ja 'he,she, 
it' are normally used instead of the forms, aku, kamu/ 
engkau/kau and dia respectively; 
(v) the subject must be expressed; 
(vi) the order of the nuclear tagmemes is normally 
Co P S, but may also b~ P S Co. 
Examples 
1. "Siaga itu?" kata .!l.@ 
Co:"Who l.S that?" P:say S:he 
' 
11 Who .l. s that?" he said' 
2. "Saja tidak tahu, II djawab ibunja 
Co: 11 1 don't know" P:reply S:his mother 
' 
II I don't know, Tl replied his mother' 
3. 
4. 
s. 
dia mau ikut, 
Co:he wants to come 
kata 
P:say 
'he wants to come, he says' 
~ 
Co:what 
kata 
P:say 
'what did he say?' 
"Apa?" 
Co:"what?" 
kata 
P:say 
' "What?" he said' 
nja? 
5:he 
.!lJ..§!. 
S:he 
.!l.1.§. 
S:he 
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It should be noted that speech can also be reported 
in a normal Complemented clause, 
e.g. dia 
-S:he 
berkata, 
PC
0
:say 
nsiapa itu? 11 
Co:"Who is that?" 
'he said, "Who is that?" ' 
However, clauses of this type differ from Quotative 
clauses in all but the first of the features listed above. 
Predicate is manifested by Complemented verbs and usually 
follows the Subject, which may be understood. T~e Subject 
is not manifested by enclitic pronouns. The Complement 
always follows the Subject and Predicate. 
CHAPTER 5 
Clause Level Exponents 
and Clause Nucleus Ordering 
In this chapter the clause-level tagmemes are 
described in terms of their manifesting sets. Many of 
the exponents thus discovered are phrases, and these 
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can then be analyzed on the phrase level (see Chapter 6). 
The ordering of tagmernes is an important feature 
of syntax. However, since the ordering of peripheral 
tagmemes in Bahasa Indonesia is a ·highly complex problem 
which could not be treated with justice in a study of 
this nature, only the ordering of nuclear tagmemes will 
be described here. 
Nuclear Tagmemes 
The preceding chapters have dealt with the minimum 
forms of clauses in Bahasa Indonesia, and therefore with 
the nuclear tagmemes of those clauses. The exponents of 
these tagmemes are described in this section. 
The Topic tagmeme is manifested by noun phrases, 
demonstratives, nominalized verb phrases, and dependent 
clauses. 
The exponents of non-topic Subject vary according 
to whether it occurs in an Object-focus I or an Object-
focus II clause. 
In Object-focus I clauses, non-topic Subject is 
manifested by: 
(i) noun phrases, demonstratives, nominalized 
verb phrases, or dependent clauses, 
or (ii) relater-axis phrases whose axis is manifested 
by any of the above and whose relator is oleh 'by'. 
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When the non-topic Subject slot is filled by a 3rd person 
singular pronoun, the form -nJa is normally used, either 
with or without oleh. In the rare instances where other 
pronouns fill this slot, a relater-axis phrase is normally 
used. In the axis the forms -ku and.::.!!!!:! normally replace 
aku and kamu/engkau/kau. 
In an Object-focus II clause the non-topic Subject 
is normally manifested by: 
( i) personal pronouns, e.g. sa,i a 'I' , kau 'you 1 , 
k ami 'we• , 
(ii) personal names, e.g. Achmad, Pak Jasin, 
(iii) social and kinship titles, e.g. ibu, bapak, 
tuan, n j onj a, saudara, 1!1§.§.. 
It is important to note that filler subclauses (ii) and 
(iii) are used instead of pronouns in situations where 
it is socially necessary to avoid the use of a personal 
pronoun. Therefore the fillers of non-topic Subject in 
OF II clauses can be adequately described as pronouns or 
pronoun substitutes. 
Where the pronoun filler is aku or engkau/kau/kamu, 
the preclitic forms ku- and kau- may be used. 
The filler class of the non-topic Object slot is 
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the same as that of the Topic, except that where the 
filler is aku, kamu/engkau/kau or dia, the postclitic 
forms -ku, =..!!ll! and -n.ja may be used immediately following 
the Predicate. 
The Complement tagmeme is manifested by the same 
filler class as non-topic Object in Complemented 
Subtypes A, Band C. In Subtype D the Complement filler 
class includes the above, as well as verbal phrases. 
Complement in Subtype Eis manifested by verbal phrases 
and Extra Dependent Clauses introduced by bahwa 'that'. 
In Transitive Clauses of Subtype A3, Complement is 
manifested by noun phrases and verbal phrases. 
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Predicate in Equational Clauses is manifested by 
noun phrases and nominalized verb phrases. In verbal 
clauses the Predicate is manifested by verbal phrases, 
i.e. those containing transitive and intransitive verbs 
and adjectives, and by relater-axis phrases, depending 
on the clause type. 
Examples of the above exponents may be found in the 
descriptions of the clause types in which they occur. 
Tagmemes diagnostic of a particular derived clause 
class are in some cases manifested by closed sets of 
function wards. This is true of the Imperative, in which 
the optional Imperative Marker tagmeme is manifested by 
the particle -lah or by the imperative intraducers harap, 
tolong, tjaba, and silahkan. The optional Yes-No 
Interrogative Question Marker tagmeme is manifested by 
the words apakah, ~ and the postclitic -kah. The 
Dependent Topic tagmeme is always manifested by jang. 
The other three Derived Clause Classes have 
diagnostic tagmemes which are manifested by lists of 
words, of which examples are given below. 
The Extra Dependent Introducer tagmeme of Extra 
Dependent Clauses is manifested by words expressing 
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relations such as time, cause, condition and concession. 
These words include: 
waktu 'when' 
ketika 'when' 
sesudah 'after' 
karena 'because' 
lantaran 'because' 
kalau 'if' 
kalau-kalau 'in case' 
meskipun 'although' 
walaupun 'although' 
padahal 'whereas' 
bahwa 'that' 
. 
'so that' supa,J a 
agar 'so that' 
Information Interrogative and Dependent Interrogative 
Clauses do not have a separate tagmeme diagnostic of their 
class. Rather the interrogative is expressed by an 
interrogative word manifesting one of the nuclear or 
peripheral tagmemes of the clause, or one of the phrase-
level tagmemes of their exponents. These interrogative 
words include the following: 
Interrogative 
siapa 
mengapakan 
dimana 
kemana 
dari mana 
kapan 
mengapa 
Meaning 
'what' 
'who' 
) 
) 
) 
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Tagmeme Manifested 
Subject, Object, 
Complement, Phrase-
level Axis 
'do what(with)' Predicate 
'where' 
'where' 
'from where' 
'when' 
'why' 
Location 
Direction 
Direction 
Time 
Cause 
Instead of the above, Dependent Interrogative Clauses may 
include a Dependent Yes-No Interrogative tagmeme manifested 
by .§BJ! or apakah. 
Peripheral Tagrnemes 
Location, Direction, Instrument, Accompaniment, 
Theme, Capacity, Purpose, Reason and Comparative tagmemes 
are manifested by relater-axis phrases. Examples of 
relators for each of these tagmemes are listed below. 
Tagmerne Relater Meaning 
Location di- 'in, at, on' 
Direction ke- 'to'(+non-personal 
axis) 
dari 'from' 
kepada 'to'(+personal axis) 
untuk 'for' 
baqi 'for' 
akan 'to 
' 
with regard to' 
Instrument 
Accompaniment 
Theme 
Capacity 
Purpose 
Reason 
Comparative 
dengan 
dengan 
tentang 
sebagai 
untuk 
buat 
karena 
daripada 
dari 
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'with' 
'with' 
'about' 
'as' 
'for' 
'for' 
'because of' 
'than' 
'than' 
The Time tagmeme is manifested by relator-axis 
phrases and adverbs. Time phrase relaters include pada 
'at, in, on', sampai 'until', sebelum 'before' and 
sesudah 'after'. Adverbs manifesting Time tagmeme 
include sekarang 'now', kemudian 'later', besok 'tomorrow', 
tadi 'just now' • 
The Manner tagrneme is manifested by relater-axis 
phrases and by adverb and adjective phrases. The relaters 
most commonly occurring in Manner phrases are seperti 
'like' (usually followed by a noun phrase axis), dengan 
'with' (followed by a verb or adjective phrase axis), 
and setjara 'in a ••• manner, in the manner of • • • 
(followed by an axis manifested by noun, verb and adjective 
phrases). Adjectives such as tjepat 'quick', and adverbs 
such as tiba-tiba 'suddenly' may be exponents of the 
Manner tagmeme. 
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Modifier is manifested by words such as memang 
'indeed', barangkali 'perhaps', lagi 'more, again', 
kembali 'again', djuga 'also', pula 'also', -pun 'also', 
semata-mata 'only', hanja 'only', sadja 'only' and 
sama sekali 'entirely'. 
The position of the Modifier tagmeme is determined 
by its exponent in any given clause. Some modifiers, 
e.g. hanja, occur only in pre-Predicate position. 
Others, e.g. kembali, occur only in post-Predicate 
position. Some modify a particular clause-level tagmeme 
and occur immediately adjacent to it, e.g. sadja, -pun. 
Modifiers such as barangkali and sama sekali may occur 
in either pre-Predicate or post-Predicate position. 
The Peripheral Complement tagmeme is manifested by 
verbal phrases. 
Co-ordinate and Subordinate clause conJoiners are 
described in Chapter 4 (Conjoined Clauses). 
The Predicate Marker tagmeme is manifested by the 
following words and particle: 
adalah ) 
-lab ) 
ialah 
mark both verbal and 
non-verbal predicates 
usually marks non-verbal predicates 
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Adalah and ialah oc c ur immediately before the Predicate 
and -lah is appended to the first word in the Predicate. 
Note: It is a feature of Bahasa Indonesia, as of English, 
that many words belong to more than one filler class. 
e.g. 1 . . sampai 'until, up to, arrive' may manifest 
Relater, Extra Dependent Introducer, or 
Predicate in Predicative Clauses. 
2 . ikut 'join, accompany, come along' may 
manifest phrase-level Auxiliary or clause-
level Predicate in Pr e dicative or Complemented 
Clauses. 
Ordering of Nuclear Tagmemes 
In cl a uses with only two nuclear tagmemes, i.e. 
Equational and Predicative clauses, there is freedom of 
ordering, such that the Predicate may precede the Topic, 
normally with the effect of emphasizing the former. As 
a result of this freedom of ordering, in many Equational 
c lauses there a ppears to be no distinction between Topic 
and Predicate. Intonation provides a solution t o this 
problem in the spoken language, but in written Bahasa 
Indonesia the only criterion for distinguishing the 
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Predicate is the actual or potential presence of a 
Predicate Marker. In fact, if the Predicate Marker is 
not present, then the context must help determine which 
tagmeme is the Predicate. 
In the Predicative Clause Type, Subtype F has the 
obligatory ordering Predicate Topic, see example 7 below. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
gubuk 
P:gubuk 
naman1a 
T/5: its name 
'it is called a gubuk' (shelter in a rice-field) 
dia 
P:he 
lah 
-
nanti pendekar muda kita 
PM Ti:soon T/5:our young fencing master 
'he will soon be our young fencing master' 
sawah ajahku 
T/S:my father's rice-field 
sawah jang terbesar 
P:the biggest rice-field 
adalah 
PM 
'my father's rice-field is the biggest one' 
ia keluar dari rumah 
T/S:he P:go out Dir:from the house 
'he went out of the house' 
dari mulutn
1
j a keluar lagunja jang terkenal 
Dir: from his mouth P:go out T/S:his well-known song 
'from his lips came forth his well-known song' 
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,,. 
0. ban,iak 
P1 :many 
dan 
SCC:and 
pandjang-pandjang 
P2 :long 
tali itu 
T/S:the strings 
7. 
'the strings were many and long' 
ada 
-P:is 
rumah sakit 
T/5:hospital 
dikota ini 
L:in this town 
'there is a hospital in this town' 
In clauses containing a Topic as Subject, a Predicate 
and an Object or Complement, the usual order, T/5 P 0 
and T/5 P Co, may be varied to P O T/5 and P Co T/5. 
In Object-focus clauses, the Topic as Object usually 
occurs before the Predicate, but may follow it. In 
Object-focus I clauses, the Subject, if manifested by a 
noun phrase, must follow immediately after the Predicate. 
However, where the Subject is manifested by a relater-
axis phrase, the Topic as Object an d other tagmemes may 
be interposed between Predicate and Subject. In Object-
focus II clauses it is rare for any words to intervene 
between Subject and Predicate. 
Examples 
la. ibu saja 
T/5:my mother 
mengad,iar 
P:teach 
Bahasa Inggris 
O:English language 
lb. mengadjar 
P:teach 
Bahasa Inggris 
O:English language 
'my mother teaches English' 
2a. kami naik betjak 
T/5:we PCo:go by Co:betjak 
2b. naik bet,i ak kami 
PCo:go by Co:betjak T/5:we 
'we went by betjak' 
ibu sa,i a 
T/5:my mother 
3a. pohon itu 
T/0:the tree 
3b. dipand,i at 
P
0
f:climb 
dipand.jat 
P
0
f:climb 
D...J.s. 
5:he 
.!lJj! 
5:he 
pohon itu 
T/0:the tree 
'he climbed the tree' 
4a. suaran,] a ku dengar 
T/0:his voice 5:I P
0
f:hear 
4b. ku dengar suaranja 
5:I p of:hear T/0:his voice 
'I heard his voice' 
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The nuclear ordering remains the same in the 
derived clauses, except that in the Dependent Topic 
Clause Class the Topic (i.e. jang) is always the first 
tagmeme.· In the Dependent Interrogative the tagmeme 
manifested by the interrogative is almost invariably in 
clause-initial position. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
dia 
T/5:he 
suka 
PC
0
:like 
mangga 
Co [ H:mango 
sudah matang 
P:already ripe) J 
'he likes ripe mangoes' 
,1ang 
Att(DepT/5:which 
saja 
T/5:I 
tidak tahu 
Pc
0
:not know 
kemana 
Co[Dir:where 
dia 
T/5:he ~ P: go J 
'I don't know where he went' 
It thus happens that in some transitive clauses 
the Object is obligatorily placed in initial position. 
This forces the use of an object-focus construction. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Phrase Structure 
Introduction 
Phrases in Bahasa Indonesia have either a relator-
axis structure or a centred structure. There are two 
types of centred phrases - noun phrases, whose centre 
or head is manifested by a noun phrase, and verbal 
phrases, whose centre or head is manifested by a verbal 
phrase. (The term 'noun' here includes pronouns, and 
the term 'verbal' includes verbs and adjectives.) 
In each of these phrase types, some of the 
constituent tagmemes (such as the Head tagmemes mentioned 
above) may in turn be manifested by phrases consisting of 
more than one tagmeme. Some tagmemes in these embedded 
phrases may be manifested by further embedded phrases, 
so that potentially infinite embedding of phrase within 
phrase occurs. Some phrase-level tagmemes may also be 
manifested by clauses. Other items manifesting phrase-
level tagmemes will be minimal phrases, consisting of 
single words, and therefore not requiring further analysis 
on the phrase level. 
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Relater-Axis Phrases 
Relater-axis phrases may manifest most peripheral 
clause-level tagmemes, as well as non-topic Subject, 
Predicate in Predicative Subtype E clauses, and the phrase-
level Attributive tagmeme. The structure of a relator-
axis phrase is 
+ Relator (Rel) + Axis (Ax) 
The Relator tagmeme is manifested by a class of 
words usually termed 'prepositions'. These prepositions 
express such relations as location, direction, accompaniment, 
instrument, theme, purpose, time and manner, according to 
the tagmeme the phrase manifests. Examples of the 
relaters occurring with each tagmeme are given in Chapter 
5. 
The relators di-, ke- and dari are often followed 
by members of a special subclass of nouns, here called 
Location Nouns. These include atas 'top', bawah 
'underside', dekat 'proximity', dalarn 'interior', luar 
'exterior'. The Location Noun is followed by a Possessive 
Genitive tagmeme. 
e.g. di 
~
Rel:on 
atas 
Ax[H:top 
rumah 
PossGen:house J 
'on (top of) the house' 
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In certain environments some Location Nouns may 
occur without di-, and less frequently without ke-. In 
some cases, the omission of di- is obligatory. When 
fully analyzed, the conditions under which these omissions 
occur would have to be incorporated in the lexicon. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
ia 
-S:he 
'he 
. 
ll 
S:he 
'he 
kami 
S:we 
berdiri dekat mobil 
P:stand L[H:proximity Poss:car] 
stood near the car' 
memasukkan kertas itu 
P:put in 0:the paper 
dalam latji 
Dir[H:interior Poss:drawer] 
put the paper into the 
datang 
P:come 
atas 
Ca[H:cause 
drawer' 
undangan Menteri 
Poss:invitation of the 
Minister] 
'we came at the invitation of the Minister' 
Note: The relator pada appears originally to have been 
a Location Noun. However it occurs obligatorily without 
di-. Therefore in this analysis pada, kepada and 
daripada are treated as separate relaters. 
The Axis is manifested by noun phrases or nominalized 
phrases as described below. When the Axis slot is filled 
by the pronouns aku, kamu/engkau/kau or dia, the postclitic 
forms -ku, =.!!l!:! and -nja ,a__re often used. 
e.g. 1. dengan 
Rel:with 
'with you' 
2. oleh 
Rel:by 
'by him' 
mu 
-Ax:you 
n,i a 
Ax:him 
Examples of Relater-Axis Phrases 
1. di 
-Rel:in 
banjak negeri 
Ax:many countries 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
'in many countries' 
di 
-Rel:at 
'where?' 
ke 
Rel:to 
mana? 
Ax:where 
dekat 
Ax [H:proximity 
'(to) near the door' 
dari 
Rel:from 
pohon 
Ax:tree 
'from the tree' 
dalam 
Rel:in 
hati 
Ax:heart 
'in the heart' 
dengan 
Rel:with 
tanah atau batu 
Ax:soil or rock 
'with soil ~r rock' 
pintu 
Poss:door ] 
1 08 
7. 
8. 
9. 
dengan 
Rel:with 
tak berpikir lagi 
Ax:not think more 
'without thinking any further' 
terhadap 
Rel:concerning 
hadji jang malang itu 
Ax:the unfortunate hadji 
'concerning the unfortunate hadji' 
sampai 
Rel:until 
'until now' 
sekarang 
Ax:now 
Noun Phrases 
Structure 
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Noun Phrases contain a Head tagmeme manifested by 
noun phrases, including pronoun phrases and nominalized 
verbal phrases. A verbal phrase may be nominalized by 
the presence in the phrase of a Possessive Genitive 
Tagmeme. The category 'noun' here also includes Dependent 
Clauses functioning as nouns. In addition to the Head, 
Noun Phrases contain peripheral tagmemes, some of which 
typically precede and some of which follow the Head. 
These peripheral tagmemes are: 
Preceding Head 
Negative 
Quantity 
Number 
Predeterminer 
Certain Attributives 
Following Head 
Possessive Genitive 
Possessive Topic 
Possessive Subject 
Possessive Object 
Appositive 
Attributive 
Determiner 
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Certain of these tagmemes are in complementary 
distribution and therefore do not occur together in one 
phrase. Quantity, Number and Predeterminer are in 
complementary distribution. The Appositive tagmeme does 
not co-occur with any post-Head tagmemes. Possessive 
Genitive is in complementary distribution with the other 
Possessive tagmemes. Possessive Topic and Possessive 
Object do not co-occur in the same phrase. 
Thus the maximum formula for a Noun Phrase in 
Bahasa Indonesia is 
±Neg 
( Q ) 
+(Num ) 
-(Predet) 
+H 
(App 
((PossGen 
+(((PossT) 
(((Posso) 
) 
+PossS) ±Att 
- ) 
) 
) 
+Det) 
- ) 
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Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
sawah 
H:rice-field 
ajah 
PossGen [ H:father 
'my father's rice-field' 
bitjara 
H:speak 
'her speaking' 
!lJl! 
PossT:her 
ku 
Poss Gen :my J 
napas nja sengal-sengal 
H:difficult(of breathing) PossT[H:breathing PossGen: 
her J 
'her breathlessness' 
apa jang ditjurinja? 
P:what S[H:which he stole J 
'what did he steal?' 
bukan orang itu 
-Neg:not H :man Det:that 
'not that man' 
orang gemuk itu, guru sa,i a 
H [H: man Att:fat Det:that] App[H:teacher PossGen:my 
'that fat man, my teacher' 
Tagmeme Ordering 
The normal ordering of tagmemes in Noun Phrases is 
as in the maximum formula given above. However, where the 
Attributive tagmeme is manifested by a single word rather 
than a phrase or clause, and a Possessive also occurs, 
J 
the order is 
H Att 
e.g. 1. pendekar 
H:fencing master 
Poss 
muda 
Att:young 
'our young fencing master' 
Compare example 1 with 
kita 
Poss:our 
2. pertan.j aan - ku 
H:question Poss:my 
.jang achir 
Att:which final 
'this final question of mine' 
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l:.!l!. 
Det:this 
As shown in the maximum formula attributive phrases 
usually follow the Head, but certain attributives precede 
the Head, e.g. bekas 'former', bakal 'future' (see section 
on Attributive tagmeme below). 
Examples 
1. bekas presiden 
Att:former H:president 
'the former president' 
2. bakal Perdana Menteri 
Att:future H:Prime Minister 
'the future Prime Minister' 
Variant Orderings 
Generally the above ordering of tagmemes is not 
varied. However the following variant ordering sometimes 
occurs 
H Det Att(DepTopicCl) 
e.g. anak 
H:child 
itu 
~
Det:the 
jang menangis 
Att:who is crying 
'the child who is crying' 
Multiple Readings of Tagmeme Symbols 
Of the symbols in the maximum formula for Noun 
Phrases given above,only the Attributive symbol may be 
read more than once. 
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Multiple readings of the symbol for a tagmeme are 
not to be confused with co-ordinate phrases manifesting 
the tagmeme. The latter will be discussed later in this 
chapter. Where a multiple reading occurs the readings 
are not joined by function words or in the spoken language 
by intonation. If the tagmeme has more than one possible 
position the readings may be in different positions in 
the clause. They may also be manifestea by different 
constructions. 
e.g. buku 
H:book 
sedjarah 
Att:history 
itu 
~
Det:the 
jang sedang dibatjanja 
Att:which he was reading 
'the history book he was reading' 
Noun Phrase Tagmemes 
1. Head Tagmeme 
The exponents of the Head tagmeme have been listed 
above. Examples of these exp9nents appear below. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
kaki 
H:foot 
kanan 
Att:right 
'his right foot' 
n,i a 
PossGen:his 
Pak 
H:Mr.,father 
Jasin 
App:Jasin 
'Mr. Jasin' 
. 
S1 
Predet 
'Lia' 
kami, 
H:we 
Lia 
H:Lia 
teman-temann,ia 
App:his friends 
'we, his friends' 
ban,i ak 
Q:much 
.§!lll!? 
H:what 
'a lot of what?' 
tinggi 
H:high 
!lJ.!t 
Poss5:his 
'his height' 
jang benar 
H:which true 
'the truth' 
B. bahwa ia sakit 
S[H:that he is ill] 
(tidak benar) 
P:not true 
'that he is ill (is not true)' 
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There are restrictions on the co-occurrence of 
some peripheral tagmemes with certain exponents of the 
Head. These are discussed under the peripheral tagmeme 
concerned. 
2. Negative Tagmeme 
The Negative tagmeme is manifested by a closed 
set of negative words: bukan 'no, not', belum 'not (yet)', 
and tidak 'no, not' . The most common of these in Noun 
Phrases is bukan, the other two being more usually 
associated with Verbal Phrases. 
e.g. 1. dia 
5:he 
bukan 
P[ Neg: not 
adik saja 
H:younger brother PossGen:my ] 
'he is not my younger brother' 
The Negative tagmeme may co-occur with any exponent 
of Head and with any peripheral tagmemes. 
3. Quantity Tagmeme 
The Quantity tagmeme is manifested by a set 
of words expressing quantity which cannot be followed by 
a classifier (see the section on Number tagmeme below). 
The set includes the following words: 
banjak 'much, many' 
semua 'all' 
segala 'all' 
seluruh 'whole' 
kebanjakan 'majority, most' 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
banj ak uang 
Q:much H:money 
'a lot of money' 
semua 
Q:all 
buku 
H:book 
~all the books' 
keban,iakan 
Q:most 
'most students' 
mahasiswa 
H:students 
The Quantity tagmeme does not co-occur with a Head 
tagmeme manifested by an Extra Dependent Clause or a 
Dependent Interrogative Clause. 
4. Number Tagmeme 
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The Number tagmeme is manifested by a phrase 
consisting of an obligatory numeral, or one of the two 
numeral substitutes (berapa 'how many' and beberapa 
'several'), and an optional classifier. The appropriate 
member of the set of classifiers is selected according to 
the nature of the object represented by the following noun. 
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The structure of the exponent of the Number tagmeme is 
summarized in the following formula: 
(~ ) 
Number: +Nm (dua ) 
(berapa ) 
(orang ) 
+ Class (ekor ) 
{buah ) 
The words in brackets exemplify the manifesting set of 
the two tagmemes Numeral (Nm) and Classifier {Class). 
In some environments the classifier may substitute 
for the Head of a Noun Phrase, where the exponent of the 
Ja tter is already under attention. 
e.g. A: "Saia 
S:I 
mau membeli 
P:want to buy 
telur" 
O:egg 
' "I want to buy some eggs" ' 
E: uEerapa 
Num:how many 
' 
11 How many?" ' 
b .d. ·7n J. ,) J. • 
Class:for small objects 
The most common classifiers are orang for persons, 
ekor for animals, buah for most objects, especially large 
ones, batang for long, thin objects, bid.ii and butir for 
small objects, and helai and putjuk for thin objects 
like paper and cloth. 
Note: Words denoting measures or containers, e.g. meter 
'metre', botol 'bottle', may occur in the classifier slot. 
These behave in the same way as classifiers, except that 
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they may be preceded by Quantity words as well as numerals. 
The symbol for these measure nouns is Me. 
e.g. 1. g 
Nm:one 
meter 
Me:metre 
'one metre of cloth' 
2. tiga 
Nm:three 
botol 
Me:bottle 
kain 
H:cloth 
bir 
H: be.er 
'three bottles of beer' 
3. ban,iak 
Q:many 
tusuk 
Me:stick 
'many sticks of sate' 
sate 
H:sate 
The higher numerals have the structure of Number 
phrases, where words such as puluh, belas, and ratus 
are analogous to classifiers. Some numerals consist of 
a series of Number phrases, as in Example 4 below. 
e.g. 1. se 
-Nm:one 
'ten' 
2. dua 
Nm:two 
'twenty' 
3. empat 
Nm:four 
puluh 
Class:ten 
puluh 
Class:ten 
ratus 
Class:hundred 
'four hundred' 
4. ~ 
Nm:one 
lima 
Nm:five 
ribu 
Class:thousand 
puluh 
Class:ten 
dua 
Nm:two 
ratus 
Class:hundred 
tiga 
Nm:three 
'one thousand two hundred and fifty-three' 
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Only the numbers 1 to 9 lack this structure and consist 
simply of a numeral. 
The Number tagmeme does not co-occur with a Head 
tagmeme manifested by a pronoun phrase, nominalized verb 
phrase, Extra Dependent Clause or Dependent Interrogative 
Clause 
5. Predeterminer Tagmerne 
The Predeterminer tagmeme is manifested by a 
small class of words which indicate that the exponent of 
the Head tagmeme is a person, a personified animal or 
object, or a group of persons. 
The predeterminer si is usually used with the name 
of a person who is contemporary with, or younger than the 
speaker, and with whom the speaker is on familiar terms. 
It may also be used with a nickname for such a person, 
consisting of, say, an adjective. 
e.g. 1. si 
~
Ali 
~
1 
Predet 
'Ali' 
2 • .§2:. 
Predet 
H:Ali 
1 
Pintjang 
H:Cripple 
'The Cripple' 
John M. Echols and Hassan Shadily, An Indonesian-
English Dictionary, 2nd ed. Ithaca, 1963, p.280 
11 
11 
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Sang is a predeterminer used normally with the name 
of a person of higher rank than the speaker, or with the 
name of an animal or object which is vested with some 
power or importance. It is found only in classical and 
folk literature and in certain stereotyped phrases. 
e.g. 3. sang 
Predet 
'teacher' 
4. sang 
Predet 
guru 
H:teacher 
harimau 
H:tiger 
'the Tiger' 
Merah Putih 5. sang 
Predet H:Red White (the name of the 
Indonesian flag) 
'the Red and White' 
The predeterminer para is a collective pluralizer, 
indicating a particular group, rather than a general class 
of humans. 
e.g. 6. para 
Predet 
pembat.j a 
H:reader 
'the readers' 
The Predeterminer tagmeme does not co-occur with 
dependent clauses manifesting Head. It does not occur 
in phrases which include the tagmemes Quantity, Number 
or Appositive. 
..... 
6. Possessive Genitive Tagmeme 
The relationship of the Head to the Possessive 
Genitive tagmeme is that of "possessed to possessor", 
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so that a phrase containing a Head and a Possessive 
Genitive tagmeme may be transformed to a Predicative 
clause in the following way. The Possessive Genitive 
becomes the Subject tagmeme and the exponent of the Head 
becomes the stem of a ber-2 verb manifesting Predicate 
(see Predicative Clause Type, Chapter 3). 
e.g. la. sawah 
H:rice-field 
a ,i ahku 
PossGen:my father 
'my father's rice-field' 
transforms to 
lb. a,iahku bersawah 
S:my father P:has a rice-field 
'my father has a rice-field' 
The Possessive Genitive tagmeme is manifested by 
noun phrases. Dependent Topic clauses have not been found 
to manifest Possessive Genitive, or any of the other 
Possessive tagmemes, possibly because such a sequence 
would be ambiguous with Attributive phrases. 
Examples 
2. pe na 
H:pen 
kakak 
PossGen:elder brother 
'elder brother's pen' 
..... 
3. 
4. 
5. 
sawah 
H:rice-field 
kami 
PossGen:we 
'that rice-field of ours' 
pakaian 
H:clothing 
orang 
PossGen[H:man 
'that man's clothing' 
tubuh 
H:body 
Ridwan 
PossGen:Ridwan 
1 Ridwan's body' 
itu 
Det:that 
itu 
-Det:that 
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The Possessive Genitive tagmeme does not co-occur 
with a Head tagmeme manifested by a pronoun phrase or a 
dependent clause. It is not found in the same phrase 
with the other Possessive tagmemes. 
7. Possessive Topic Tagmeme 
The Possessive Topic tagmeme occurs only with a 
Head manifested by a nominalized verb or adjective phrase. 
The phrase Head+ Possessive Topic is derived from a 
clause by transforming the Predicate to Head and the Topic 
to Possessive Topic. When the exponent of the Head tagmeme 
is an inflected form, it is obligatorily followed by the 
postclitic -nja, which acts as a nominalizer. This is not 
the case when the Head is manifested by a stem. If the 
Head is manifested by an Object-focus verb form a 
Possessive Subject tagmeme may also be present in the 
.... 
phrase, manifested by a relater-axis phrase with the 
relater oleh 'by'. 
e.g. la. didudukinja 
H: occupation 
kota Paris 
PossT:city of Paris 
oleh tentara Djerman 
PossS:by German troops 
'the occupation of Paris by German troops' 
is derived from 
lb. kota Paris 
T/0:city of Paris 
diduduki 
P
0
f 1 :occupy 
oleh tentara Djerman 
S:by German troops 
'Paris was occupied by German troops' 
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The Possessive Topic tagmeme ~s manifested by noun 
phrases. 
Examples 
2. 
3. 
4. 
bitjara 
H:speak 
orang itu 
PossT:the man 
'the man's speaking' 
menangisn,ia 
H:the weeping 
orang-orang itu 
PossT:the people 
'the weeping of the people' 
tinggi 
H:high 
'your height' 
mu 
-PossT:you 
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8. Possessive Subject Tagmeme 
The Possessive Subject tagmeme occurs only with 
a Head tagmeme manifested by a noun phrase morphologically 
derived from a verbal phrase. A phrase consisting of a 
Head and a Possessive Subject tagmeme is derived from a 
clause in which the Subject is manifested by the 
Possessive Subject of the phrase and the Predicate by 
the verbal related to the exponent of the phrase Head. 
e.g. la. penjerahan 
H:surrender 
Belanda 
PossS:Dutch 
'the surrender of the Dutch' 
is derived from 
lb. Belanda 
S:Dutch 
men,i erah 
P:surrender 
'the Dutch surrendered' 
The Possessive Subject tagmeme is manifested by 
noun phrases, except when it co-occurs in a phrase with 
the Possessive Topic or Possessive Object tagmeme. In 
such phrases the latter usually separate the Possessive 
Subject from the Head and in this case the Possessive 
Subject is manifested by a relater-axis phrase with the 
rela tor oleh 'by 1 • 
Examples 
2. ketegaran 
H:stubbornness 
hati 
PossS:heart 
'stubbornness of heart' 
11 
3. 
9. 
perkataan 
H:word 
pemimpin itu 
PossS:the leader 
'the words of the leader' 
Possessive Object Tagmeme 
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This tagmeme occurs only with a Head manifested 
by a noun phrase morphologically related to a transitive 
verb phrase. A phrase consisting of a Head and a 
Possessive Object tagmeme is derived from a portion of a 
clause, whose Predicate is manifested by a transitive 
verb related to the noun filling the phrase Head slot, 
and whose Object is manifested by the exponent of 
Possessive Object in the phrase. 
e.g. la. pembat,i aan 
H:reading 
tarich 
PossO:chronicle 
'the reading of chronicles' 
is derived from 
lb. membat,ia 
P:read 
tarich 
O:chronicles 
'read chronicles' 
The Possessive Object tagmeme is filled by noun 
phrases. 
-Examples 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
peng1.s1. 
H:filler 
djiwa jang kini kosong 
PossD:soul which now empty 
'the filler of a now empty soul' 
pengadjaran 
H:teaching 
sastra 
PossD:literature 
'the teaching of literature' 
. pema1.n 
H:player 
gambus 
PossO:lute 
'lute player' 
pend,iaga 
H:guard 
gubuk 
PossO:rice-field shelter 
'the guards of the rice-field shelter' 
10. Appositive Tagmeme 
The Appositive tagmeme is characterized by the 
fact that it is in apposition with the Head, so that a 
phrase consisting of a Head and an Appositive tagmeme 
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can be derived from an Equational Clause in the following 
way. The Subject of the clause becomes the Head of the 
phrase, and the Predicate becomes the Appositive tagmeme. 
If a Determiner accompanies the Subject in the clause 
it is not retained in the phrase. 
T 
e.g. la . desa 
H:village 
Armopa 
App:Armopa 
'the village of Armopa' 
may be derived from 
lb. desa itu 
T/S:the village 
Armopa 
P:Armopa 
'the village is Armopa' 
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The Appositive tagmeme is manifested by noun phrases 
and Extra Dependent Clauses. 
Examples 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
kanak-kanak 
H:children 
pend,iaga gubuk 
App:guards of the shelter 
' the children guarding the shelter' 
tarian 
H:dance 
Kembangkat,iang 
App:Kembangkatjang 
'the Kembangkatjang dance' 
kami 
H:we 
teman-temannja 
App:his friends 
'we, his friends' 
tahun 
H:year 
'1965' 
desa 
H:village 
1965 
App:1965 
tempat kami tinggal 
App:place we live' 
'the village where we lived' 
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As mentioned above, the Appositive tagmeme does not 
co-occur with other post-Head tagmemes. Nor does it 
occur with a Head tagmeme manifested by an Extra Dependent 
or Dependent Interrogative Clause. 
11. Attributive Tagmeme 
The Attributive Tagmeme has two subclasses of 
exponents. The first subclass (Attributive I) consists 
of constructions which can manifest Predicate in a 
Predicative clause in which the Head exponent becomes 
the Subject. This subclass includes adjective phrases, 
verb phrases and relater-axis phrases. The second filler 
subclass (Attributive II) consists of constructions which 
cannot operate as above. These constructions are noun 
phrases, nominalized verb phrases, Dependent Topic Clauses, 
and certain adjective-like words which precede the Head. 
Examples of Attributive I 
1. 
2. 
tjetjak 
H:house lizard 
besar 
Att:big 
'a big house lizard' 
hari-hari 
H:days 
seperti ini 
Att:like this 
'days like this' 
' 
3. seorang 
Num:a 
gadis 
H:girl 
bergaun merah 
Att:having a red dress 
'a girl in a red dress' 
Note: examples of verb phrases as Attributive I are 
relatively rare. 
Examples of Attributive II 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
buku 
H:book 
sedjarah 
Att:history 
'a history book' 
sikap 
H:attitude 
menilai 
Att:appraise 
'an appraising attitude' 
buku 
H:book 
jang menarik 
Att:which interesting 
'that interesting book' 
bekas 
Att:former 
presiden 
H:president 
'the former president' 
itu 
-Det:that 
The Attributive tagmeme does not co-occur with a 
Head manifested by a dependent clause. Nor does it 
co-occur with the Appositive tagmeme. 
12. Determiner Tagmeme 
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The Determiner tagmeme is manifested by the words 
ini 'this', itu 'that, the' and sometimes by -nja where 
the latter has the force of 'the' rather than of a 
Possessive. The Determiner marks the end of a noun 
phrase. 
Examples 
1. renungan 
H:reflection 
'this thought' 
ini 
-Det:this 
2. lagu dan rebana 
H:song and tambourine 
itu 
Det:the 
'the song and the tambourine' 
3. rumah 
H:house 
lain 
Att:other 
'the other houses' 
!11.s. 
Det:the 
The Determiner tagmeme does not co-occur with a 
Head manifested by an Extra-DeJEndent or a Dependent 
Interrogative Clause. It does not occur in phrases 
which contain an Appositive tagmeme. 
Verbal Phrases 
Structure 
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Verbal Phrases are phrases in which the Head tagmeme 
is manifested by a verb or an adjective. Verbal phrases 
typically fill the clause-level slots of Predicate and 
Manner, and the phrase-level Attributive slot. They may 
be nominalized to fill other slots normally filled by 
noun phrases. 
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Verbal phrases consist of an obligatory nuclear 
Head tagmeme and five optional peripheral tagmemes -
Negative, Aspect, Plural Marker, Auxiliary and Degree. 
The first four of these precede the Head. The Degree 
tagmeme has two manifesting subclasses, one of which 
precedes the Head and one of which follows it. 
The maximum formula for a Verbal phrase is 
±Neg ±Asp +PlM ±Aux +H 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
akan 
Asp:will 
lebih 
Deg:more 
memperbanjak 
H:increase 
'will further increase' (+Object) 
tidak 
Neg:not 
~ 
Aux:want 
bekerdja 
H:work 
'doesn't want to (won't) work' 
pada 
PlM 
kaget 
H:startled 
'(both, all) startled' 
enak 
H:delicious 
'very delicious' 
sekali 
Deg:very 
There are no clear-cut restrictions on the co-
occurrence of the peripheral tagmemes, except that the 
Plural Marker tagmeme usually occurs in short phrases, 
and therefore is rarely found in combination with other 
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peripheral tagmemes. 
Some remarks on the co-occurrence of certain 
peripheral tagmemes with various manifestation subclasses 
of the Head tagmeme are described in Chapter 2 in the 
section on Word Classes. These remarks concern the 
infrequent, but not excluded, co-occurrence of the 
Auxiliary tagmeme with adjective Heads and of the 
Degree tagmeme with verb Heads. 
Tagmeme Ordering 
The ordering of tagmemes in verbal phrases is 
invariably as in the maximum formula above. An apparent 
varying of this order occurs in clauses such as 
la. . boleh tidak ikut ia 
- P[Aux:may 5:he Neg:not H:join ] 
'he J.S allowed not to Join (US) I 
However, this Predicate phrase should be analyzed as 
consisting of an Auxiliary tagmeme and a Head tagmeme, 
the Jatter manifested by an embedded phrase containing 
a Negative and a Head. 
lb. (i§.) boleh tidak ikut 
he Aux:may H[Neg:not H:join J 
cf. le. ll tidak boleh ikut 
5:he P[Neg:not Aux:may H:join ] 
'he may not (i.e. mustn't) join (us) ' 
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Multiple Readings of Tagmeme Symbols 
The symbols for Aspect, Auxiliary and Degree tagmemes 
may be read more than once, as follows. 
The Aspect tagmeme may be manifested twice, usually 
with the first exponent being sudah, which indicates 
completed action. 
e.g. 1. sudah 
Asp:Compl 
akan 
Asp:Unst 
pergi 
H:go 
'already about to go' 
2. sudah 
Asp:Compl 
pernah 
Asp:IndefCompl 
mengalami 
H:experience 
'have already (once) experienced' 
The Auxiliary tagmeme may be · manifested two or even 
three times. The conditions governing this are rather 
complex and therefore will be discussed in the section 
on the Auxiliary tagmeme. 
The Degree tagmeme may be manifested twice, either 
by two pre-Head exponents, or by one pre-Head and one 
post-Head exponent. 
Examples 
3. amat 
Deg:very 
sangat 
Deg:very 
'very rich indeed' 
kaja 
H:rich 
I 
4. sangat 
Deg 1 :very 
kaja 
H:rich 
'very rich indeed' 
Verbal Phrase Tagmemes 
1. Head Tagmeme 
sekali 
Deg 11 :very 
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The Head tagmeme of verbal phrases is manifested 
by verbs, adjectives and interrogatives replacing verbs 
and adjectives. 
2. Negative Tagmeme 
The Negative tagmeme is manifested by the 
negatives tidak, belum and bukan. The latter occurs 
more frequently in Noun Phrase~ as mentioned in the 
section on the Negative tagmeme in Noun Phrases ·above. 
However, bukan occurs in Verbal Phrases where a 
contradiction is being emphasized. 
e.g. ll 
S:he 
marah, 
P1 :angry 
bukan 
P2 [Neg:not 
'he is angry, not sad' 
Examples 
1. tidak 
Neg:not 
datang 
H:come 
'didn't come' 
sedih 
H:sad ] 
-2. belum 
Neg:not yet 
'hasn't come' 
datang 
H:corne 
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Note: belum actually manifests both Negative and Aspect, 
since it is the negative equivalent of sudah. 
3. Aspect Tagmeme 
The exponent of the Aspect tagmeme gives 
information about whether the action implied in the 
Predicate is complete or incomplete, started or unstarted, 
in progress, etc. Aspect describes not the time but the 
state of the action. 
Aspect words include 
sudah 
akan 
sedang 
pernah 
completed aspect (Compl) 
unstarted aspect (Unst) 
durative aspect (Dur) 
indefinite completed 
aspect (IndefCompl) 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
sudah 
Asp:Compl 
'finished' 
akan 
Asp:Unst 
selesai 
H:finish 
pergi 
H:go 
'about to go, will go' 
1, 
1, 
3. 
4. 
4. 
sedang 
Asp:Dur 
beladjar 
H:study 
'studying' 
pernah 
Asp:IndefCompl 
'ever, once, see' 
melihat 
H:see 
Plural Marker Tagmeme 
This tagmeme is manifested by a small set of 
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words such as pada, sama and sama-sama, which indicate 
that the exponent of Topic before a particular Predica t e 
is plural. 
Examples 
1. pada . menang1.s 
PlM H:weep 
'(both, all) wept' 
2. sama chawatir 
PlM H:anxious 
'(both, all) anxious' 
3. 2 sunji sama 
PlM H:lonely 
' (both, all) lonely' 
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5. Auxiliary Tagmeme 
The Auxiliary tagmeme is manifested by two types 
of auxiliaries, A and B, which differ from each other in 
the following way. When an A auxiliary is used in a 
Transitive clause, the latter has the same meaning whether 
it is in Subject-focus or Object-focus. When a B 
auxiliary is used in a Transitive clause the Subject-
focus form of the clause differs in meaning from the 
Object-focus form. 
Example of an A auxiliary 
la. 
lb. 
. 
.l.8 
T/S:he 
harus 
Psf[AuxA:must 
'he must buy the book' 
membeli 
H: buy] 
buku itu 
T/0:the book 
harus 
P
0
f 1 [AuxA:must 
'he must buy the book' 
or 'the book must be bought by him' 
Example of a B Auxiliary 
2a. dokter 
T/S:the doctor 
ingin 
P8 f[AuxB:want 
buku itu 
O:the book 
dibeli 
H:buy] 
olehnja 
S:by him 
merneriksa Ali 
H:examine] O:Ali 
'the doctor wants to examine Ali' 
2b. Ali 
T/0:Ali 
. . ingin 
P
0
f 1 [AuxB:want 
diperiksa 
H: examine J 
oleh dokter 
S:by the doctor 
'Ali wants to be examined by the doctor' 
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A Auxiliaries 
There are two manifestation subclasses of A auxiliaries. 
The first subclass (Al) consists of words which function 
only as auxiliaries and manifest no other tagmeme (unless 
with a different meaning). Examples of this subclass are 
harus 'must', boleh 'may', dapat 'can' and hendak 'will, 
want to, intend to'. 
The second subclass of A auxiliaries (A2) consists 
of words which may also manifest Predicate in Predicative 
Subtype A Clauses. Examples of this subclass are selesai 
'finish' and djadi 'come about, manage to' • 
Examples 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
andjing 
T/5:the 
'the dog 
siapa 
T/5:who 
itu hendak menggiqit 
dog P[AuxA:will H:bite] 
l.S going to bite me' 
dapat 
P [AuxA:can 
menduga? 
H:guess] 
'who can guess?' 
buku ini 
T/0:this book 
tidak 
P[Neg:not 
boleh 
AuxA:may 
'this book may not be borrowed' 
kami 
T/5:we 
tidak 
P[Neg:not 
d,i adi 
AuxA:come about 
saja 
O:me 
dioindiam 
H:borrow] 
men on. ton 
H:go to the movies] 
'we didn't manage to go to the movies' 
7. sa1a 
T/5:I 
belum 
P[Neg:not yet 
koran itu 
0:that newspaper 
selesai 
AuxA:finish 
membatia 
H:read ] 
'I haven't finished reading that newspaper' 
B Auxiliaries 
There are two subclasses of B auxiliaries. The 
first (Bl) consists of auxiliaries which also manifest 
Predicate in Complemented Clauses. Examples of this 
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group are suka 'like to', ingin 'wish ~to', !!!..§.bl 'wish to', 
tahu 'know how to'. 
The second subclass (B2) consists of words which 
manifest Predicate in Predicative Subtype D Clauses, 
i.e. adjectives. Examples of these auxiliaries are 
berani 'brave (enough) to', malas '(too) lazy to, 
reluctant to', senang 'happy to', pandai 'clever at', 
takut 'afraid to, of'. 
Examples 
8. 
9. 
dia 
T/5:he 
suka 
P [AuxB :like 
makan 
H: eat J 
gulai 
O:curry 
'he likes eating curry' 
adik saja 
T/5:my younger brother 
pandai 
P[AuxB:clever 
melukis 
H: paint J 
'my younger brother is good at painting' 
L 
10. I bu 
T/5:Mother 
tidak 
P[Neg:not 
'Mother can't swim' 
11. S8Ja takut 
tahu 
AuxB:know 
berenang 
H: swim J 
kedokter 9191 
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T/5:I P[AuxB:afraid ~ 0 Dir:to the dentist 
' I'm afraid of . to the dentist' going 
12. . tidak senang bekerdja ia 
T/5:he P [ Neg:not AuxB:happy H :work ] 
'he doesn't like working' 
Multiple Readings of Auxiliary Tagmeme Symbols 
As mentioned above, the Auxiliary tagmeme may be 
manifested by two or three exponents. This normally 
occurs in the following ways. 
(i) Al auxiliaries may constitute the first 
exponent, followed by A2, Bl or B2 auxiliaries. 
(ii) Bl auxiliaries (usually ingin) may be 
followed by A2 or B2 or by dapat or boleh. 
(iii) i:airs of exponents from the same 
manifestation subclass are possible except with subclass 
B2. 
(iv) A2 and B2 auxiliaries do not occur as exponents 
of Auxiliary in the same phrase. 
L , 
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Where three exponents occur the first is normally 
an Al or Bl auxiliary, followed by any combination 
consistent with the above description. 
Examples 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
rumah itu 
T/0:the house 
harus 
P[AuxAl:must 
selesai 
AuxA2:finish 
dibanaun 
H: build ] 
besok 
Ti:tomorrow 
'the house must be finished tomorrow' 
kamu 
T/5:you 
tidak 
P[Neg:not 
boleh 
AuxAl:may 
tahu 
AuxBl:know 
mendjalankan 
H :drive J 
mobil 
0:car 
'you may not know how to drive a car' 
orang 
T/5:people 
risiko 
O:risk 
harus 
P[AuxAl:must 
berani 
AuxB2:dare 
'people must dare to take risks' 
saja 
T/5:I 
ingin 
P[AuxBl:wish 
keluar negeri 
Dir:overseas 
d,i adi 
AuxA2:come about 
memikul 
H :bear ] 
. pergi 
H: go ] 
'I want it to come about that I go overseas' 
. l.a 
T/5:he 
. . ingin 
P[AuxBl:wish 
pandai 
AuxB2:cle~er 
'he wants to be good at singing' 
menianii 
H: sing] 
LJ 
6. 
7. 
. ia 
T/5:he 
d,iadi 
P[AuxA2:come about 
selesai 
AuxA2:finish 
menulis 
H:write] 
buku itu 
D:the book 
'he did finish writing the book' 
sa,1 a 
T/5:I 
mau 
P[AuxBl:want 
tahu 
AuxB2:know 
'I want to be able to cook' 
memasak 
H :cook] 
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8. kami 
T/5:we 
harus 
P[AuxAl:must 
dapat 
AuxAl:be able 
berpidato 
H:make speech] 
'we must be able to make speeches' 
6. Degree Tagmeme 
The Degree tagmeme is manifested by two subclasses 
of degree words, one of which occurs before the Head 
(Degl) and one of which follows the Head (Deg2). 
The first subclass consists of words such as lebih 
'more', terlalu 'too', paling 'most', sangat 'very', 
amat 'very', begitu 'so', betapa 'how' (exclamatory}. 
The second subclass consists of words like sekali 
'very', benar 'very'. Amat also belongs to this 
subclass. 
Examples 
1. terlalu 
Degl:too 
'too strict' 
keras 
H:strict 
r 
u 
2. sangat marah 
Degl:very H:angry 
'very angry' 
3. lebih tinggi 
Degl:more H:high 
'higher' 
4. betaga besar 
Degl:how H:big 
'how big' 
5. malas benar 
H:lazy Deg2:very 
'very lazy' 
6. bagus sekali 
H:beautiful Deg2:very 
'very beautiful' 
7. dinanti-nantikan sekali 
H:waited for Deg2:very 
'much awaited' 
Co-ordinate Phrases 
Tagmemes manifested by noun phrases and verbal 
phrases may also be manifested by co-ordinate noun or 
verbal phrases. In a co-ordinate phrase two or more 
constructions of the same type are linked by a Co-
ordinating tagmeme. This may be done in three ways. 
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(i) The constructions may be joined by a simple 
Co-ordinating tagmeme manifested usually by dan 'and', 
or atau 'or', or by a Discontinuous Co-ordinator, 
e.g. ~a-t~a~u---~·~·~·---a ......... t~a~u---~·~·~· ' . th ' ei er •.• or •••. 
(ii) The constructions are merely juxtaposed, 
the Co-ordinating tagmeme being manifested by zero. 
(iii) A series of more than two constructions 
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may be joined by the use of a zero co-ordinator between 
all but the last two constructions, which are joined 
by dan or atau. 
Where the Co-ordinating tagmeme is manifested by zero, 
the written language often separ~tes the construction 
by a comma. 
Examples 
1. tuan 
H:5ir 
dan 
SCo-ord:and 
'Sir and Madam' 
njon,ia 
H:Madam 
2. satu 
Num[H:one 
dua 
H:two] 
3. 
'one or two' 
pit,iisan, 
H:dime 
sen 
-H:cent 
ke lip' gobang, 
H:holed 5 cent coin H:2~ cent coin 
dan 
SCo-ord:and 
ke~engan 
H:a cent square-holed 
coin 
'pitjisans, kelips, gobangs, cents and kepengans' 
-4. atau 
DCo-ord1 :either 
'either you or I' 
kamu 
H:you 
atau 
DCo-ord2 :or 
sa,i a 
H:I 
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